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ABSTRACT

Recently there has been a growing interest in the use of Low Rate Wireless Personal Area

Networks (LR-WPAN) [1] driven by the large number of emerging applications such as home

automation, health-care monitoring and environmental surveillance. To fulfill the needs for

these emerging applications, IEEE has created a new standard called IEEE 802.15.4 for LR-

WPAN, which has been widely accepted as the de facto standard for wireless sensor networks.

Unlike IEEE 802.11 [2], which was designed for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN),

it focuses on short range wireless communications. The goal of the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-

WPAN is to support low data rate connectivity among wireless sensors with low complexity,

cost and power consumption [3]. It specifies two types of network topologies, which are

the beacon-enabled star network and the nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network. For the

beacon-enabled network, it defines the Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) to provide real-time

guaranteed service for delay-sensitive applications.

In the nonbeacon-enabled network the GTS is reserved time slots such that it is requested, al-

located and scheduled to wireless sensors that need guaranteed service for delay-sensitive ap-

plications. Existing GTS scheduling algorithms include First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) [1],

priority-based [4] and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [5] methods. Such FCFS and priority-

based scheduling methods have critical drawbacks in achieving real-time guarantees. Namely,

they fail to satisfy the delay constraints of delay-sensitive transactions. Further, they lead

to GTS scarcity and GTS underutilization. On the other hand, the EDF-based scheduling

method provides delay guarantee while it does not support delay-sensitive applications where

arrival of the first packet has a critical impact on the performance.



To solve these problems, we design the optimal work-conserving GTS Allocation and Schedul-

ing (GAS) algorithm that provides guarantee service for delay-sensitive applications in beacon-

enabled networks. Not only does the GAS satisfy the delay constraints of transactions, but

also it reduces GTS scarcity and GTS underutilization. Further, it supports delay-sensitive

applications where arrival of the first packet has a critical impact on the performance.

Through the extensive simulation results, we show that the proposed algorithm outper-

forms the existing scheduling methods. Our algorithm differs from the existing ones in that

it is an on-line scheduling and allocation algorithm and allows transmissions of bursty and

periodic transactions with delay constraints even when the network is overloaded.

In the nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network some operating scenarios for rate-sensitive

applications arise when one considers wireless video surveillance and target detection appli-

cations for wireless sensor networks. To support such rate-sensitive applications in wireless

sensor networks, we present a Multirate-based Service Differentiation (MSD) operating in the

nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network. Unlike existing priority-based service differentia-

tion models, the MSD defines the independent Virtual Medium Access Controls (VMACs),

each of which consists of a transmission queue and the Adaptive Backoff Window Control

(ABWC). Since the VMACs serve multiple rate-sensitive flows, it is possible that more than

one data frame is collided with each other when their backoff times expire simultaneously.

To solve such a virtual collision in the virtual collision domain, we design the Virtual Col-

lision Avoidance Control (VCAC). The ABWC component adjusts the backoff window to

reflect the local network state in the local collision domain. The VCAC component pre-

vents virtual collisions and preempts packets with the minimal cost in the virtual collision

domain. By analyzing these algorithms, we prove that the ABWC component enables the

achieved data rate to converge to the rate requirement and the VCAC component produces

a virtual-collision-free schedule to avoid degradation of the achieved data rate. Through the

simulation, we validate our analysis and show the MSD outperforms existing algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade there has been an explosive growth of research and development in

wireless technologies. Such intensive research has had an significant impact on wireless com-

munications among mobile users since there is no need for fixed infrastructure. Including

Wi-Fi [6] and HyperLAN [7], these wireless technologies have focused primarily on the ca-

pability to support higher data rates with a relatively wide range of deployment while they

have not taken account of designs of low power, cost and rate wireless devices required in

industrial automation.

Recent advances in low power microprocessors and radio technologies have enabled low cost,

low power and multi-functional wireless sensors for home/industrial automation. Such tech-

nological advances have created a growing interest in the use of Low Rate Wireless Per-

sonal Area Networks (LR-WPAN) [3]. Typical wireless sensors are equipped with a radio

transceiver, a data processing unit, a sensor unit and a microprocessor, acquiring informa-

tion about the surrounding environment. When deployed in a large area, they automatically

form a clustered network or an ad hoc multihop network to communicate with each other.

A large number of emerging applications in the LR-WPAN include home automation, health-

care monitoring, environmental monitoring, military application, and so forth. In the health-

care field wireless sensors can be used to remotely monitor physiological data such as blood

pressure or heartbeat of patients, and report to the doctor or the hospital when some data

1



are updated [8]. In the environmental monitoring field they can be deployed to report

environmental data such as water pollution, water level and animal species, and collects

data concerning their population and habits [9].

To fulfill the needs for these emerging applications in wireless sensors, IEEE has created a new

standard called IEEE 802.15.4 [1] for LR-WPAN. This standard has been widely accepted as

the de facto standard for wireless sensor networks. The goal of the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN

is to provide ultra-low complexity, cost and power for low data rate wireless connectivity for

wireless sensors. Different from IEEE 802.11 [2] designed for WLAN, it focuses on short

range wireless communications.

Basically, the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN defines the characteristics of the PHY and Medium

Access Control (MAC) for very low power consumption and low duty cycles. While it has

features for supporting rate (or bandwidth) and delay-sensitive applications in centralized

networks, it does not define any provision for supporting rate-sensitive applications in de-

centralized networks. In the following sections we address the characteristics of these two

network topologies and problems in supporting delay-sensitive and rate-sensitive applica-

tions.

1.1 Guaranteed Service for Delay-sensitive Applications in the Centralized Net-

work

Some applications need dedicated bandwidth to achieve low latency and guaranteed service

for delay-sensitive data frames (or transactions). To achieve these low latency and guaranteed

service, the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN defines the Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS), which are

assigned to wireless sensors needing guaranteed service for delay-sensitive applications. To

provide guaranteed service, the GTS is allocated between two contiguous beacon intervals by

2



the centralized coordinator, called PAN coordinator. To allocate the GTS, the coordinator

synchronizes data communication with its neighboring wireless sensors by sending the beacon

frame periodically.

There are three design considerations for providing such a guaranteed service for delay-

sensitive applications in the beacon-enabled star network. The first is how many GTSs per

beacon interval are assigned. The second is how to schedule these GTSs in the beacon

interval to satisfy the delay constraints of the transactions. The third is how to make sure

that all transactions meet their delay constraints.

With these design considerations, we design a new GTS Allocation and Scheduling (GAS)

algorithm that provides guaranteed service for delay-sensitive applications in the beacon-

enables star network. Basically, the GAS consists of three components. The first component

is the feasibility examination method making sure that all of the transactions are feasible,

which means that they meet their delay constraints. For this method, we present both how

to examine feasibility of these transactions and how to discard transactions to make sure

that they remain feasible.

The second component is the GTS allocation and scheduling method, called Earliest Delay

Constraint with Minimum Guaranteed Time Slot (EDCF-mGTS), that assigns the mini-

mum number of GTSs to as many transactions as possible in every beacon interval so that

more transactions are served in every beacon interval, as compared with EDF. Namely, it

is designed to support delay-sensitive applications where arrival of the first packet has a

critical impact on the performance. For this, we design the delay model describing the total

delay achieved by each transactions. Based on this delay model and feasibility examination

method, we present how to reduce GTS scarcity and GTS underutilization.

The third component is the GTS reallocation method that reassigns the GTS unallocated

in the beacon interval. This method enables transactions to completed earlier than before

GTS reallocation so that it gives longer contention access periods for best-effort traffic. In

3



Chapter 3, we discuss the details of the GAS design.

1.2 Service Differentiation for Rate-sensitive Applications in the Decentralized

Network

While supporting the guaranteed service for delay-sensitive applications in the centralized

network, the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN defines the decentralized network (or nonbeacon-

enabled peer-to-peer network) that enables wireless sensors to communicate with one another

within their transmission range. For such a peer-to-peer communication among wireless

sensors, it defines the unslotted CSMA/CA channel access mechanism by which these wireless

sensors compete with one another to hold the shared channel for communication. The

purpose of the unslotted CSMA/CA protocol is to allow for wireless sensors to have fair

access to the shared wireless channel.

Basically, such a fair channel access mechanism is implemented by the backoff window that

determines backoff times right before those wireless sensors attempt to send data frames.

Once a wireless sensor holds the shared channel, the others must wait for the sending node

to finish its transmission. If a collision occurs in the local collision domain, then the backoff

window increases exponentially and backoffs again so that the contention delay increases

while the data rate decreases. Due to the shared nature of the wireless channel, this uniform

backoff mechanism makes it impossible to design a service differentiation model for rate-

sensitive flows with the rate requirement since a larger backoff window leads to a longer

latency.

To serve service differentiation for rate-sensitive applications in the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-

WPAN, we design the Multirate Service Differentiation (MSD) model. The MSD is im-

plemented by two components. The first component is the Virtual Medium Access Con-
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trol (VMAC) which consists of a priority queue and the Adaptive Backoff Window Conrtol

(ABWC). One VMAC entity enqueues/dequeues a rate-sensitive flow and adjusts its backoff

window depending on the local network state. There are a set of VMACs that serve various

flows at the MAC layer.

Since the VMACs serve multiple rate-sensitive flows, it is possible that more than one data

frame is collided with each other when their backoff times expire simultaneously. To solve

such a virtual collision in the virtual collision domain, the second component, Virtual Col-

lision Avoidance Control (VCAC), is designed. The VCAC component investigates possible

collisions that happen in the virtual collision domain, and adjusts the backoff times of data

frames that lead to virtual collisions. In Chapter 3, we discuss the details of the MSD design.

1.3 Contributions

The objective of this dissertation is to provide the optimal GTS allocation and scheduling

algorithm for delay-sensitive transactions with delay constraints in beacon-enabled star net-

works, and the service differentiation model for rate-sensitive flows in nonbeacon-enabled

peer-to-peer networks. The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

Guaranteed Service for Delay-sensitive Applications in the Centralized Network

• We designed an optimal GTS Allocation and Scheduling (GAS) algorithm that allocates

and schedules GTSs for delay-sensitive transactions with delay constraints.

• To analyze how long it takes for delay-sensitive transactions to be received at the

coordinator, we designed an analytic model, called Cumulative Delay Model (CDM),

which describes a total delay of these transactions. Based on this model, we designed

the GTS allocation and scheduling method, called Earliest Delay Constraint with Min-
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imum Guaranteed Time Slot (EDCF-mGTS), that assigns the minimum number of

GTSs to as many transactions as possible in every beacon interval so that more trans-

actions are served in every beacon interval, as compared with EDF.

• To handle overload condition and ensure that a set of transactions are feasible, we

formulated the feasibility examination method.

• To reduce the number of unused GTSs, a method of maximizing GTSs has been pre-

sented.

Service Differentiation for Rate-sensitive Applications in the Decentralized Net-

work

• We designed the multirate service differentiation model for rate-sensitive flows in the

nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network.

• To serve individual flows, we designed the independent MAC entity called VMAC,

which serves rate-sensitive flow and controls the backoff window size depending on

the local network state. To adjust the backoff window every transmission round, the

VMAC entity resorts to the ABWC algorithm.

• To handle collisions in the virtual collision domain, we designed the VCAC incurred

by simultaneous expiration of these backoff times.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The reminder of this dissertation is organized as follows. (Will be updated)
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In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol and how to manage

the GTS session in the standard. In the chapter, two network topologies for wireless sensor

nodes and the superframe structure used by beacons are presented. In particular, GTS

session management including GTS allocation and scheduling methods as well as overload

condition handling are discussed.

Chapter 3 presents an optimal GTS allocation and scheduling methods that meet the delay

constraints of time-sensitive transactions. An analytic delay model is described to analyze

relationship between the expected delay and delay constraint in a transaction. In particu-

lar, it is proved that the algorithm is optimal like EDF. In addition, a practical algorithm

implementation is discussed. For performance evaluation, various types of simulation sce-

narios such as bursty, periodic and aperiodic traffic are presented to show that the proposed

algorithm significantly outperforms existing algorithms in terms of delay guarantee.

Chapter 4 describes the MSD model and its design approach. Two necessary components,

AWBW and VCA are inctorucded to support the MSD model, which is followed by how to

design and impelement these two components in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. Algorithm

analysis and simulation results will be desribed and compared with existing algrithms.

Chapter 5 concludes our work and discuss future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND OF THE IEEE 802.15.4 STANDARD AND GTS SESSION

MANAGEMENT

The IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN defines the PHY and MAC for very low-power, low-duty cycle

network links. It is designed to deploy long-lived systems with low data rate requirements.

In this chapter, we give a brief overview of the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN standard, which

includes the network topology, superframe structure and GTS features. Then, we discuss

the GTS session management including GTS session establishment, GTS allocation and

scheduling methods, and overload condition handling for delay-sensitive transactions with

delay constraints. In this section, we give an overview of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard focusing

on the network topology, superframe structure and GTS features.

2.1 Protocol Architecture

The IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN defines two layers, i.e., physical and MAC layers (See Fig-

ure 2.1). The physical layer defines the data transmission service and the interface to the

physical layer management entity. It manages the radio transceiver and supports functional-

ities for channel selection, link quality estimation, energy detection measurement and clear

channel assessment to assist the channel section. It operates on one of three unlicensed

frequency bands, 868.0-868.6 MHz, 902-928 MHz and 2400-2483.5 MHz.
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The MAC layer allows the transmission of MAC frames through the use of the physical

channel. It offers a management interface and manages access to the physical channel. It

also controls frame validation, guaranteed services, node associations and security services.

Figure 2.1: IEEE 802.15.4 protocol architecture.

2.2 Network Topology

Depending on the application requirements, the IEEE 802.15.4 defines two topologies: the

star topology and the peer-to-peer topology. Figure 2.2 shows the basic structures of these

two topologies.

In the star topology, communication links are established between wireless sensors and a

single coordinator. The coordinator is used to initiate, terminate or route flows in the

network, where a wireless sensor is either the initiation point or the termination point of

a flow. Once the coordinator gets started, it allows wireless sensors to join its network

and provides two types of medium access to these wireless sensors. One is guaranteed and

contention-free access and the other is contention-based access aligned with the boundaries

of time slots (slotted CSMA/CA). All star networks operate independently from other star

networks.

To communicate with wireless sensors, the coordinator transfers beacon frames to them pe-

riodically within the radio coverage so that they are synchronized with these beacon frames.
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Once a wireless sensor newly enters a star topology network, it is associated with the coor-

dinator and is able to transmit its data packets.

In the peer-to-peer topology, each wireless sensor is able to communicate with any other

wireless sensor within its transmission range. The coordinator is chosen among these wireless

sensors and relay data packets to other coordinators. Once it is assigned, it allows only

contention-based access (unslotted CSMA/CA) [10] without use of periodic beacons so that

all wireless sensors are not synchronized. It is always on and ready to receive data packets

from wireless sensors while data transfer in the opposite direction is poll-based. Namely, the

wireless sensors periodically wake up and poll the coordinator for the pending data packets.

The coordinator then transfer these packets to them.

(a) Star           (b) Peer-to-peer

: PAN Coordinator  : Wireless Sensor Device

Figure 2.2: IEEE 802.15.4 topology.

2.3 Superframe Structure

In the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled network, the coordinator maintains a couple of param-

eters, which are encapsulated into a beacon frame and are transmitted to all wireless sensors

within its transmission range. By listening to the beacon frames, the wireless sensors learn

their configurations, including BeaconOrder (BO), SuperframeOrder (SO) and the GTS

descriptor. Hereafter, we call these BO and SO beacon parameters.
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the superframe structure defined in the IEEE 802.15.4. The superframe

is bounded between two consecutive beacons and its duration is described by Superframe

Duration (SD) and Beacon Interval (BI)1, which are given by:

SD = δ ×BaseSuperframeDuration× 2SO,

BI = δ ×BaseSuperframeDuration× 2BO,
(2.1)

where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14, δ is a symbol period in µs and BaseSuperframeDuration is

defined as 960 symbols [1].

CAP CFP

Superframe Duration (SD)
0 1 2 43 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Inactive Period (IP)Beacon

Beacon Interval (BI)

Contention Access Period (CAP) Contention Free Period (CFP)
Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS)

Active Period (AP)

G
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Figure 2.3: The IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure. A beacon frame has parameters, which

describe both the superframe duration and the beacon interval.

The SD includes four parts: a beacon, a Contention Access Period (CAP), a Contention

Free Period (CFP) and an Inactive Period (IP). The beacon frame is sent periodically at the

starting slot of 0. It contains the addressing fields, superframe specification, GTS descriptors

and so forth.

The CAP follows immediately after the beacon and ends at the beginning of the CFP. If the

CFP does not exist, the CAP can occupy the entire SD. The minimum length of the CAP is

defined as aMinCAPLength, which equals 440 symbols. This minimum length ensures that

MAC commands are sent when GTSs are used. All transmissions during the CAP are made

1In this paper, BI and SD are represented in a time domain, not in the number of symbols.
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using slotted CSMA/CA protocol while the acknowledgment of a packet is sent immediately

without contention.

The CFP starts right after the CAP and completes before the start of the inactive portion

of the superframe. It includes the GTSs allocated by the coordinator and grows or shrinks

depending on the total length of all GTSs. Unlike the CAP, the CFP does not use CSMA/CA

mechanism to access the channel.

The IP starts right after the SD. During the IP, all wireless sensors enter sleep mode to save

their energy. In the IEEE 802.15.4, both the SD and the IP are integral part of a duty cycle.

In the following section, we explain how the IEEE 802.15.4 determines a low duty cycle in

wireless sensor network.

2.4 CSMA/CA Channel Access Mechanism

The IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN uses two types of channel access mechanism, depending on the

network topology. Beacon-enabled PANs use a slotted CSMA/CA channel access mechanism

while nonbeacon-enabled PANs use an unslotted CSMA/CA channel access mechanism.

In beacon-enabled PANs, the backoff slots are aligned with the start of the beacon trans-

mission. The backoff slots of all sensor devices within one PAN are aligned to the PAN

coordinator. Each time a device wants to send data frames during the CAP, it locates the

boundary of the next backoff slot and then waits for a random number of backoff slots. If

the channel is busy, the device waits for another random number of backoff slots before

attempting to access the channel again. If the channel is idle, it starts to send on the next

available backoff slot boundary. Figure 2.4 shows the slotted CSMA/CA mechanism. For

more details of slotted CSMA/CA operation, see [1].

In nonbeacon-enabled PANs, a device waits for a random period. If the channel is idle,

it sends its data frame. If the channel is busy, it waits for another random period before
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attempting to access the channel again.

The unslotted CSMA/CA channel access mechanism is similar to the Distributed Coordi-

nation Function (DCF) in the IEEE 802.11 [11]. However, it is simpler than the DCF as

shown in Figure 2.5. When a WSD has a packet to transmit, it initializes the Number of

Backoff (NB) and Backoff Exponent (BE) by 0 and macMinBE respectively. Then, it waits

for a randomly chosen backoff period, which belongs to [0, 2BE − 1]. When the backoff timer

is expired, the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) for CSMA/CA is performed. By means

of CCA, the WSD is able to see if the channel is busy. If the channel is sensed idle, the

packet is transmitted. On the other hand, if the channel is busy, the WSD backoffs again

for next transmission attempt, leading to increasing both NB and BE. If NB reaches

macMaxCSMABackoffs, the packet will be dropped.

Some properties make a difference between the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol and IEEE

802.11 DCF. Firstly, a DCF-enabled wireless device must wait for a period of time called

DCF Interframe Space (DIFS) regardless of the packet length, while in the IEEE 802.15.4, the

WSD waits for a period of either Long Interframe Spacing (LIFS) or Short Interframe Spacing

(SIFS) depending on the packet length. Secondly, the IEEE 802.11 DCF pauses the backoff

timer whenever the channel is sensed busy, while the IEEE 802.15.4 backoff mechanism does

not stop the backoff timer even if other devices are using the channel. Thirdly, on a successful

transmission, the DCF-enabled wireless device must wait for a period of SIFS to send an

ACK, while the WSD does not hesitate to send the ACK. Lastly, the IEEE 802.11 defines

a RTS/CTS hand-shake mechanism to alleviate the hidden terminal problem [12], while the

IEEE 802.15.4 does not support it.
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NB = 0,  CW = 2

BE = lesser of (2, macMinBE )

BE = macMinBE
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Channel idle?
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Figure 2.4: IEEE 802.15.4 slotted CSMA/CA channel access mechanism.
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NB = 0
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Channel idle?
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Figure 2.5: IEEE 802.15.4 unslotted CSMA/CA channel access mechanism.
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2.5 Guaranteed Time Slot

The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol defines Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) for real-time service.

The GTS starts at the end of CAP and is consecutively allocated until the end of SD. Seven

out of sixteen time slots are reserved for such GTSs (See Figure 2.3).

The GTS reservation scheme is similar to Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme

in terms of time slot reservation. However, For a TDMA, time is divided into frames of fixed

duration and each frame is divided into a fixed number of time slots. These time slots are

dedicated for the use of a connection so that some degree of bandwidth is guaranteed.

On the other hand, the GTS in the IEEE 802.15.4 is not fixed length, but adjustable by

beacon parameters, i.e., BO and SO. Moreover, it supports for dynamic topology changes

such as node failure and new nodes entering the network.

Basically, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol provides a wireless sensor with the capability

to reserve GTSs at the coordinator, where wireless sensors can transmit one or more data

packets in each of reserved GTSs. A wireless sensor requests GTSs from the coordinator, by

sending a GTS request message.

The coordinator either accepts or rejects the request based on its admission control policy,

which depends on the current resource capacity available in the superframe. GTSs are

allocated on a FCFS basis, and must be placed at the end of the CAP. Once a GTS request

from a wireless sensor is granted, the coordinator reserves the GTS for the wireless sensor

during the CFP. Such a GTS mechanism is quite attractive for time-sensitive applications

since it is possible to guarantee end-to-end packet delay bounds.
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2.6 GTS Session Establishment and Closing

Figure 2.6 shows a message sequence diagram for GTS session establishment defined in the

IEEE 802.15.4 standard. A wireless sensor sends a GTSRequest message to the coordinator

that receives it and replies with an acknowledgment. If there are enough GTSs available for

the wireless sensor, the beacon frame includes a GTS descriptor that has a starting index of

the GTS and the number of GTSs allocated to the wireless sensor.

Device Next
Higher Layer

PAN Coordinator
Next Higher Layer

Device
MAC Sublayer

PAN Coordinator
MAC Sublayer

MAC-GTS.requestGTSRequest

MAC-

MAC-

Acknowledgement
Beacon(with GTS descriptor)

Figure 2.6: Message sequence diagram for GTS session establishment defined in the IEEE

802.15.4 [1].

Octets : 7

MHR fields

1

Command Frame Identifier

1

GTS Characteristics

Bits : 0-3

GTS Length

4

GTS Direction

5

Characteristics Type (CT)

6-7

Reserved

Figure 2.7: GTSRequest message format [1].

Two GTS session closing methods are defined. The first one is the explicit GTS session

closing and the second one is the implicit GTS session closing.

For the first method, a wireless sensor closes its GTS session explicitly by sending aGTSRequest

message with a characteristics type field of zero (See Figure 2.7).

For the second method, if there are no transmissions during the GTSs allocated to a wireless
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sensor, the GTS session is closed by the coordinator. If a starting slot of the GTS equals

zero, the GTS session is closed implicitly by the coordinator.

2.7 GTS Allocation and Scheduling Method

In the operating system context, scheduling is a method that chooses one of the processes

(or tasks) to assign the CPU to them [13]. In the IEEE 802.15.4 context, on the other hand,

scheduling methods select one of the transactions to allocate GTSs to these transactions. It

is divided into a) FCFS [1], b) EDF [5] and c) priority-based methods [14].

As the name implies, the FCFS-based GTS scheduling method allows the coordinator to

choose one of the transactions on a FCFS basis (See Figure 2.8(a)). In the EDF-based GTS

scheduling method, the coordinator selects a transactions with the earliest delay constraint

(See Figure 2.8(b)). In the priority-based GTS scheduling method, the coordinator selects a

transaction with the highest priority (See Figure 2.8(c)).

Figure 2.8 shows an example of these GTS scheduling methods. We assume in the Figure

that wireless sensor i corresponds to Tj, i.e., i = j.

Table 2.1: A set of transactions and parameters.

Node i # of GTSs requested Arrival time (aj) Priority (pj) Transaction (Tj)

1 1 a1 p1 T1(d1, P1)

2 2 a2 p2 T2(d2, P2)

3 2 a3 p3 T3(d3, P3)

4 3 a4 p4 T4(d4, P4)
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(a) FCFS

d1 d2 d3 d4

CAP IP IP

k-th beacon interval (k+1)th beacon interval

T2T2T4T4T4T1T3 CAP T2T2T4T4T4T1T3

CAP IP IP

k-th beacon interval (k+1)th beacon interval

T1T2T2T3T4T4T4 CAP T1T2T2T3T4T4T4

(b) EDF

(c) Priority

CAP IP IP

k-th beacon interval (k+1)th beacon interval

T4T4T4T2T2T1T3 CAP T4T4T4T2T2T1T3

Figure 2.8: Three GTS scheduling methods with regard to Table 2.1. Note that d1 < d2 <

d3 < d4, a2 < a4 < a1 < a3 and p4 < p2 < p1 < p3.
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CHAPTER 3

OPTIMAL GTS ALLOCATION AND SCHEDULING

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a new GTS Allocation and Scheduling (GAS) algorithm to meet

the delay constraints of delay-sensitive transactions in the beacon-enabled star network.

Different from the EDF scheduling method [15], which results in bursty transmissions of

payloads for transactions with delay constraints, it smooths out the traffic of a transaction

by distributing the GTSs of the transaction over as many beacon intervals as possible while

satisfying the delay constraint of the transaction.

By doing so, it reduces the average service starting time of transactions and enables concur-

rent services to more transactions. This can significantly benefit many delay-sensitive appli-

cations, where the starting time of the first message and the stability of traffic have great

impact on the performance of these applications. Simulation results also demonstrate that

the GAS significantly outperforms the FCFS-based GTS allocation and scheduling method

defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN. Our performance evaluation shows that the delay

constraint meet ratio of our algorithm is up to 100% higher than the standard method. Our

algorithm differs from the existing ones in that it is an on-line scheduling algorithm and

allows transmissions of bursty and periodic messages with delay constraints even when the

network is overloaded.
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3.1.1 Existing Approaches

In wireless sensor networks, intensive research works have been done to satisfy various types

of service requirements. Exiting works in [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] proposed time slot

assignment and scheduling mechanisms to meet delay requirements or to improve the time

slot utilization.

In [17] [18], the authors presented an implicit GTS allocation mechanism in order to overcome

a waste of time slots led by explicit GTS allocation. Since wireless sensors share the GTSs

with each other, this algorithm improves the bandwidth utilization based on the delay and

bandwidth requirements. Since their approach uses the FIFO-based GTS scheduling method

defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 and provides no feasibility examination method, however, it fails

to meet the delay requirements of real-time traffic and leads to GTS scarcity. Furthermore,

it requires additional control packets that specify a flow status in the higher layer.

The authors in [16] presented a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) slot assignment

protocol transmitted in a distributed manner. Its goal is to maximize slot utilization and

to meet delay constraints by changing the frame length. If there are no available time slots,

their proposed method makes sending nodes change the frame length such that the length

of time slots is reduced and thus the number of available time slots increases. However, such

adjusted length of time slots may incur longer delay. Another drawback is that it needs

exchanging additional control packets.

In [19], the authors presented a GTS allocation method that divides a GTS into the small

length of multiple slots to enhance the GTS utilization and to meet delay constraint. They

use the fixed length of beacon interval and superframe duration such that GTSs are under-

utilized if the length of packets does not fit the length of the GTSs. Further,as the approach

in [16], their approach leads to longer packet delays as well as more energy consumption in

that the packets must be fragmented to comply with a small length of time slots.
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In [20], the authors presented a time-based scheduling algorithm that assigns time slots and

variable-length guard times to satisfy the delay requirements. However, such guard times

cause a longer delay so that the algorithm fails to provide delay guarantees.

The research work in [21] proposed the maximal traffic scheduling algorithm that allocates

the same time slot to the transmitter-receiver pairs that do not cause interference. To find

these pairs, the authors utilize a graph coloring technique and location information provided

by UWB MAC, thus guaranteeing the maximum traffic and minimum time slots.

Some other research works in [22] [23] [24] have focused on adjusting superframe duration

and beacon intervals to satisfy various types of traffic patterns.

The research work in [22] focused on adaptation of beacon parameters to meet the delay

requirements of periodic messages. This approach takes only messages into account so that

it fails to meet the delay requirements of bursty and aperiodic messages.

The research work in [23] uses the prioritized beacon exponent and toning schemes in a star

topology. Basically, this approach assigns a wireless sensor with urgent messages a constant

beacon exponent that is less than the beacon exponents of the other wireless sensors with

normal messages so that it gives the urgent messages higher priorities. In particular, it

avoids heavy collisions during the contention access period while it cannot handle the bursty

transmissions of urgent messages with delay constraints. Further, since the IEEE 802.15.4

does not have built-in support for priorities, significant changes to the standard are required

to use the proposed approach.

In [22], the authors proposed an off-line algorithm that adjusts both the superframe duration

and the beacon interval depending on periodic transmissions of messages. This algorithm

does not handle bursty arrivals of packets from wireless sensors and does not consider a per-

transaction delay constraint such that it provides no delay guarantee for real-time traffic.

The authors in [24] presented an approach to adapt the beacon interval based on the recorded
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communication frequency. In this approach, the length of beacon intervals increases or de-

creases depending on the frequency of communication among wireless sensors. The perfor-

mance of the algorithm is highly sensitive to the values of the lower and upper bounds that

determine the length of beacon intervals.

Some other research works in [25] [26] proposed scheduling methods for satisfying either

delay constraints or periodic messages.

The research work in [25] proposed a channel scheduling algorithm that meets the delay

requirements and allows for concurrent communication between Ultra Wideband (UWB) [27]

transmitter-receiver pairs within a piconet.

The authors in [26] proposed a multi-cycle polling scheduling algorithm that yields a multi-

cycle schedule for periodic messages in the FieldBus networks. Their polling algorithm leads

to an overhead for the context switching since a master device periodically polls each slave

device. Furthermore, before starting polling, it must determine a sequence of transmission

and assignment of priorities to the messages. In addition, it underutilizes the time slots if

there exist time spaces between the messages.

3.1.2 Chapter Organization

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we address the problems

of existing GTS allocation and scheduling methods, and give examples. In Section 3.3, we

present a GTS session management including necessary components for establishing a new

GTS session and give a brief description of the design of the GAS algorithm. In Section 3.4,

we present how to examine the feasibility of transactions to make sure that all of them meet

their delay constraints. In Section 3.5, we not only design an analytic mode that describes

the delay of a transaction, but also present how to allocate the number of GTSs to the

transactions. The description of the GAS is discussed in Section 3.6. In Section 3.7 we discuss
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how to implement the GAS in the IEEE 802.15.4-enabled application. The performance

evaluation, including the experimental results, is given in Section 3.8. Finally, we give a

summary of the chapter in Section 3.9.

3.2 Problem Statement

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies two types of channel access mechanisms. One is

beacon-enabled mechanism and the other is nonbeacon-enabled one. The nonbeacon-enabled

channel access mechanism aims at providing fair access to all wireless sensors and does

not support delay-sensitive applications while the beacon-enabled channel access mechanism

provides real-time guaranteed service by allocating the GTS on a FCFS basis, where GTS

is a period of time that is reserved by a wireless sensor for real-time transmissions. Such

applications commonly seen in medical or manufacturing sensor networks that monitor and

signal emergencies.

In the beacon-enabled network all wireless sensors are synchronized by the beacon period-

ically transmitted by the coordinator. While the beacon-enabled network is preferred by

delay-sensitive wireless applications, the FCFS-based real-time service defined in the IEEE

802.15.4 LR-WPAN has the following drawbacks.

• No delay guarantee

It provides no delay guarantee scheme that examines whether the actual delay of a

transaction is bounded by its delay constraint.

• GTS scarcity

Since the GTS is limited resources, a wireless sensor’s GTS request can be rejected if

it requests more GTSs than what the coordinator can allocate.
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• GTS underutilization

Since the coordinator allocates as many GTSs as wireless sensors request, they can be

underutilized or wasted if some portions of them are not used or they are allocated

more than what the wireless sensors actually use.

• No overload control

It does not provide any scheme that deals with a set of infeasible transactions where

some of them miss their delay constraints. Without overload control, the coordinator

cannot ensure that all the transactions satisfy their delay constraints.

Due to these critical drawbacks of the real-time service defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard,

it is necessary to design a new algorithm that not only dynamically allocates GTSs, but also

meets the delay requirements for those delay-sensitive transactions.

In this section we give examples of these drawbacks and show how they have the critical

impact on delay guarantees. Figure 3.1 shows how the coordinator allocates GTSs to wireless

sensors and schedules these GTSs in accordance with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, i.e., FCFS-

based GTS scheduling and static GTS allocation. For simplicity, we assume in the Figure

that wireless sensor i corresponds to Tj, i.e., i = j. T3 has the earliest delay constraint while

T1 has the latest delay constraint. On the other hand, T1 has the earliest arrive time while

T3 has the latest arrival time.

It is observed that only T1’s delay constraint is guaranteed while the others miss their delay

constraints. This is because the coordinator not only allocates GTSs with no consideration

of the number of necessary GTSs, but also schedules them with no consideration of those

transactions’ delay constraints.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of GTS scarcity and GTS underutilization caused by the IEEE

802.15.4 standard. As in Figure 3.1, T3 has the earliest delay constraint and the latest arrival

time while T1 has the latest delay constraint and the earliest arrival time. Let us assume that
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Table 3.1: A set of transactions and parameters.

Node i # of GTSs requested Arrival time (aj) Transaction (Tj)

1 1 a1 T1(d1, P1)

2 4 a2 T2(d2, P2)

3 2 a3 T3(d3, P3)

CAP IP IP

k-th beacon interval (k+1)th beacon interval

T1T2T2T2T2T3T3 CAP T1T2T2T2T2T3

d2d3 d1

T3

No delay Guarantee

Figure 3.1: An example of delay guarantees performed by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard with

respect to Table 3.1. Note that d1 > d2 > d3 and a1 < a2 < a3.

wireless sensors 1 and 3 request three and four GTSs respectively while the actual number

of GTSs needed for them is two and three. We observe that wireless sensor 3’s GTS request

is rejected since the coordinator has not enough GTSs to service the wireless sensor even

though there are two unused GTSs by wireless sensors 1 and 2 in the kth and (k + 1)th

beacon interval.

Table 3.2: A set of transactions and parameters.

Node i # of GTSs requested Arrival time (aj) Transaction (Tj)

1 3 a1 T1(d1, P1)

2 4 a2 T2(d2, P2)

3 2 a3 T3(d3, P3)

Furthermore, wireless sensors 1 and 2 request three and four GTSs respectively. However,

wireless sensors 1 and 2 use two and three GTSs respectively such that two GTSs are not
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CAP IP IP

k-th beacon interval (k+1)th beacon interval

T1T1T1T2T2T2T2 CAP T1T1T1T2T2T2

d2 d1

T2

GTSs allocated, but not used

Figure 3.2: An example of GTS scarcity and GTS underutilization caused by the IEEE

802.15.4 standard with respect to Table 3.2. Note that d1 > d2 > d3 and a1 < a2 < a3.

used and underutilized in each beacon interval. This is because the IEEE 802.15.4 standard

allocates GTSs statically without consideration of the actual number of GTSs needed by the

wireless sensors.

In summary, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard method provides no delay guarantee for delay-

sensitive transactions and incur the GTS scarcity and the GTS underutilization. To support

such transactions with delay constraints and prevent such GTS scarcity and underutilization,

it is necessary to design a new algorithm that not only dynamically allocates GTSs, but also

meets the delay requirements of these transactions.

3.3 Design of the GTS Session Management for Delay-sensitive Transactions

In this section, we explain what components are required to maintain the GTS session as

well as how to establish a new GTS session for a delay-sensitive transaction with a delay

constraint.

3.3.1 Network Model and Assumptions

For the network model, we consider the beacon-enabled start topology (See Section 2.2). To

begin with, we denote a set of wireless sensors as N . A wireless sensor i is deployed within
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the transmission range of the coordinator. All wireless sensors are synchronized with the

coordinator by receiving beacon frames periodically and their transmissions are aligned with

slot boundaries during the CFP. Further assumptions are as follows.

• AS1. BO and SO are fixed, which implies that both the BI and the SD are fixed.

• AS2. All wireless sensors are stationary.

It is worth noting that not only are the assumptions reasonable, but no strong assumptions

are made.

3.3.2 Necessary Components for GTS Session Management

We define a transaction as a payload with a delay constraint that a wireless sensor i sends

to the coordinator. We denote a set of transactions as T , which is represented as T =

{Tj|1 ≤ j ≤ m} and is maintained by the coordinator until a transaction Tj is completed.

Each transaction has a pair of (dj, Pj , pj), where dj is the delay constraint in seconds, Pj

is the payload length in bytes and pj is the priority. All transactions in T are ordered in

increasing delay constraints, i.e., the Earliest Delay Constraint First (EDCF) order.

Basically, two components are required to maintain a GTS session for delay-sensitive trans-

actions. The first one is the admission control component, which plays a role in accepting or

rejecting GTS requests from wireless sensors. For admission control, the feasibility examina-

tion is performed to ensure that a set of transactions meet their delay constraints, i.e., they

are feasible. If some transactions are overloaded (which means some of them do not meet

their delay constraints), it chooses one of the transactions in T and discards it to ensure that

these transactions are still feasible and they satisfy their delay constraints. The second one

is the GTS allocation and scheduling component, which selects one of the wireless sensors,

which are allocated the GTSs.
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3.3.3 GTS Session Establishment with Session Parameters

In the start topology, the coordinator maintains GTS sessions created by wireless sensor i.

Figure 3.3 illustrates how a new GTS session is established in response to wireless sensor i’s

request and how GTSs are allocated to them.

Firstly, a wireless sensor i sends a GTSRequest message enclosing a pair of a session param-

eter, (di, Pi)
1 to the coordinator (Step 1). Then, it replies with a GTSAck 2 message (Step

2). After that, the coordinator creates a new GTS session and a new transaction Tj with

a transaction parameter, (dj, Pj) and adds it to T . If T is still feasible after including the

new transaction, the coordinator allocates and schedules the GTSs depending on the GTS

allocation and scheduling methods. If the periodic beacon contains a GTS descriptor for

wireless sensor i, then the wireless sensor sends data packets during the CFP (Step 3). Note

that index j of a transaction is not necessarily equivalent to index i of a wireless sensor.

1) Send a GTSRequest with
(di, Pi, pi) during the CAP.

2) Reply with a GTSAck.

3) Send data packets
during the CFP.

Create a new GTS session and
a new Tj with
( dj, Pj , pj).
Determine GTS and
scheduling method.
Determine beacon parameter,
(BO, SO) if it is needed.
Allocate the GTSs to node i.

Wake up when sending
packets.
Enter sleep mode when no
packets to send during the

period.

PAN Coordinator Node i

Figure 3.3: Message sequence diagram for GTS session establishment with session parame-

ters.

3.3.4 Admission Control

Admission control regulates access to resources to avoid resource overload and to protect

resources from requests that they cannot fulfill. It is based on some knowledge of both the

1To encapsulate it into a GTSRequest message, the MAC command frame defined in the standard is

modified.
2It is equivalent to the acknowledgment frame in the standard.
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overall GTS capacity and the load.

If a wireless sensor requests a large number of GTSs that the coordinator cannot afford to

serve, its request is rejected implicitly. Namely, if a wireless sensor is not assigned any GTS

until its delay constraint is expired, then its GTS request is rejected or its GTS session is

closed.

This implicit rejection scheme does not require additional control messages to reject a GTS

request or close a GTS session. As another mechanism, a wireless sensor can cancel its GTS

session explicitly by sending a GTSRequest message with a characteristics type field of zero

(See Figure 2.7).

It is possible that some transactions miss their delay constraints if such constraints are too

short to complete the transactions. Such an overload condition may incur the Domino Effect

[5], which causes existing feasible transactions to miss their delay constraints. Figure 3.4

shows such a phenomenon.

CAP IP IP

(a) Before arrival of Ts : d1 < d2 < d3.

k-th beacon interval (k+1)th beacon interval

T1T1 T2T2 T2 T3T3 CAP T1T1T2T2T2 T3 T3

d1 d2

CAP IP IPT1 T1 Ts Ts Ts T2 T2 CAP T1 T1 T2 T2 T2T2T3

d1 d2ds

d3

d3

(b) After arrival of Ts : ds < d1 < d2 < d3.

Figure 3.4: Domino effect on arrival of a new transaction Ts.

In Figure 3.4(a), T1, T2 and T3 are feasible, which means that these transactions meet their

delay constraints d1, d2 and d3. In Figure 3.4(b), however, a new transaction Ts arrives at the

ith beacon interval and is scheduled prior to T2 and T3 since its delay constraint ds is earlier
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than d2 and d3. As a result, Ts’s arrival causes T2 and T3 to miss their delay constraints.

To prevent this phenomenon, a overload control scheme is required. One possible way is to

discard a transaction that causes such a phenomenon. If the transaction causing the Domino

Effect is the most important and urgent one out of the others, however, such a discard

strategy is not acceptable in emergent places like nuclear power plants.

Another method involves a priority-based discard strategy that eliminates a transaction with

the lowest priority.

3.3.5 Design of GTS Allocation and Scheduling Algorithm

In our design of GAS, we assume that beacon-enabled mode is used and a set of |N | wireless

sensors with delay-sensitive data are deployed within the radio coverage of the coordinator.

We also assume that a wireless sensor always transmits the largest amount of payload defined

in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard subject to the constraint of the length of a GTS and that at

least one GTS can be allocated to a wireless sensor.

When a wireless sensor i needs to transmit data packets, it sends a GTSRequest message

notifying the coordinator of its Pi and di. If the coordinator has enough GTSs to serve

the request, it creates a new GTS session and assigns GTSs to the wireless sensor (See

Section 3.3.3). The assignment is based on the consideration of two requirements. One is

how many GTSs are needed by the payload Pi and the other is how to arrange these GTSs

to satisfy the delay constraint di.

To satisfy these requirements, GAS is described in three phases. The first phase is the

feasibility examination method making sure that all of the transactions are feasible, which

means that they meet their delay constraints. For this method, we present both how to

examine feasibility of these transactions and how to discard transactions to make sure that

they remain feasible.
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The second phase is the GTS allocation and scheduling method, called Earliest Delay Con-

straint with Minimum Guaranteed Time Slot (EDCF-mGTS), that assigns the minimum

number of GTSs to as many transactions as possible in every beacon interval so that more

transactions are served in every beacon interval, as compared with EDF. Namely, it is de-

signed to support delay-sensitive applications where arrival of the first packet has a critical

impact on the performance. For this, we design the delay model describing the total de-

lay achieved by each transactions. Based on this delay model and feasibility examination

method, we present how to reduce GTS scarcity and GTS underutilization.

Remove the transactions if they have
been completed.
Add Tnew to .
Sort all the transactions in in order of
non-decreasing delay constraint.
Invoke CheckFeasibility ().

End

Start

A new transaction Tnew arrives.
Invoke GAS ().

Compute EDj, which is the estimated
delay of Tj for all j.
Compute UBj, which is the upper bound
of delay constraint of Tj. for all j.
Check if EDj is equal or less than UBj.

CheckFeasibility ()

GAS ()

2

1
Assign the minimum number of GTSs
(required to complete Tj) to each
transaction in every beacon interval.
Make a GTS schedule in order of
increasing delay constraints in a beacon
interval.

GTSAllocNSchedule ()3

Reallocate unallocated GTSs.
GTSReallocation ()4

Figure 3.5: Control flow of the GAS.

The third phase is the GTS reallocation method that reassigns the GTS unallocated in a

beacon interval. This method enables transactions to completed earlier than before GTS
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reallocation so that it gives longer contention access periods for best-effort traffic.

Based on these three phases, in Section 3.5.4 GAS allocates the minimum number of GTSs

to each transaction in each beacon interval so that T ’s payload can be maximally spread

out.

To ensure that all GTSs are maximally utilized and the scheduling of GTSs is optimal, GAS

adjusts the allocations of GTSs whenever the payload that needs to be transmitted in a

CFP changes. These GTSs are evenly spread out over multiple beacon intervals to ensure a

smooth traffic flow between the coordinator and wireless sensors. In the following sections,

we discuss the details of this three-phase design.

3.4 Feasibility Examination

Before GAS starts to allocate GTSs to T , it needs to check if T is feasible, which means

that all the transactions in T meet their delay constraints. The feasibility examination has

two steps. In the first step, GAS converts the delay constraint dj of a transaction Tj into

an adjusted relative delay constraint d+j that reflects the real delay constraint for scheduling

GTSs. Then, GAS examines whether all the transaction in T meet their delay constraints.

3.4.1 Adjustment of Delay Constraints

Given a transaction Tj, we first convert the absolute delay constraint3 dj to a relative delay

constraint4 drdcj as:

drdcj = dj − tWC, (3.1)

3It is called the absolute delay constraint if a delay constraint is specified with respect to time zero.
4It is called the relative delay constraint if a delay constraint is specified with respect to the arrival time.

In this report, we assume that the arrival time is the initial BI in which the first packet in Tj are sent.
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where tWC is the wall clock time. However, drdcj does not reflect the real delay constraint

that a transaction needs to meet. When a wireless sensor requests GTSs for its delay-

sensitive transaction, drdcj can be longer than the duration of a CFP in many cases. Since the

coordinator can only allocate GTSs inside the CFP of a superframe, we need to convert the

relative delay constraint drdcj into an adjusted relative delay constraint, denoted as d+j , that

is located inside the CFP. This d+j is the real delay constraint that the scheduling algorithm

should meet.

For drdcj ≤ fCAP , obvious, the transaction Tj is not feasible. For drdcj > fCAP , d+j can be

expressed as:

d+j =





(
⌈
drdcj

BI

⌉
− 1)BI + CFP + fCAP, if κ ≥ fCAP + CFP,

(
⌈
drdcj

BI

⌉
− 1)BI + κ, if κ > fCAP and κ < fCAP + CFP,

(
⌈
drdcj

BI

⌉
− 2)BI + CFP + fCAP, if κ ≤ fCAP and drdcj ≥ BI,

(3.2)

where fCAP is a duration from the first slot through the last slot of CAP and κ =

mod(drdcj ,BI). The three lines in Equation (3.2) can be explained by the three cases de-

picted in Figure 3.6. In Figure 3.6(a)’s case, drdc1 is located the inactive period of the BIh−th

beacon interval, which means κ ≥ fCAPh + CFPh.

By moving drdc1 from the inactive period into the closest CFP, CFPh, we obtain d+1 at the

end of CFPh, corresponding to the first line of Equation (3.2). In the case depicted in

Figure 3.6(b), drdc2 is located in CFPh, which implies κ > fCAPh and κ < fCAPh +CFPh.

In this case, drdc2 = d+2 , corresponding to the second line of Equation (3.2).

In the case depicted in Figure 3.6(c), drdc3 is located in fCAPh+1, which means that κ ≤

fCAPh+1 and drdc3 ≥ BIh. In this case, the transaction with drdc3 should be completed right

before the end of BIh since the allocation of GTSs beyond BIh cannot meet drdc3 . Thus, by

moving drdc3 to the end of BIh, we obtain d+3 , which is expressed by the third line of Equation

(3.2).
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BIh BIh+1

CFPh CAP CFPh+1

d1+ d1rdc

fCAPh fCAPh+1

CAP IP IPCFPh CAP CFPh+1

d2+d2rdc

CAP IP IPCFPh CAP CFPh+1

d3+ d3rdc

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6: The adjustment of relative delay constraints.

Obviously, d+j has the following properties.

Proposition 3.1 Given a relative delay constraint drdcj > fCAP for a transaction Tj, its

adjusted relative delay constraint d+j calculated by Equation (3.2) is always inside a CFP and

satisfies

d+j ≤ drdcj . (3.3)

Proof. We consider two cases. In the first case, drdcj is located beyond the CFP. By equation

(3.2), drdcj is placed in the closest CFP that meets drdcj . Thus, d+j < drdcj . In the second case,

drdcj is located in the CFP. For this case, we do not need to adjust it to the closest CFP.

Thus, d+j = drdcj .

The following corollary can be deduced from Proposition 3.1.

Corollary 3.1 The adjusted relative delay constraint d+j calculated by Equation (3.2) is

always inside a CFP.
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3.4.2 Feasibility under Optimal Schedules

To examine the feasibility of existing transactions, we first calculate how many GTSs are

required to complete Tj and the delay that these GTSs spend. Then, we examine whether

such a delay is less than or equal to the upper bound of the delay.

Without loss of generality, assume that all transactions are sorted in order of increasing delay

constraint so that drdcj < drdch for j < h. The number of GTSs that the coordinator allocates

to a transaction is related to the amount of payload that can be transmitted in a GTS. To

calculate this, note that the amount of time required for a wireless sensor to send a packet

can be captured by a delay function as follows:

ftd(Ldpkt) =
8× Ldpkt

103R
, (3.4)

where Ldpkt is a data packet length and R is the data rate. Equation (3.4)5 is the amount of

time required to push a 8×Ldpkt-bit packet into a wireless network. Denote by γ the duration

taken for wireless sensor i to send a packet with the maximum packet length, Lmax-dpkt. Based

on Equation (3.4), γ can be expressed as:

γ = ftd(Lmax-dpkt). (3.5)

From Equation (3.5), the maximum number of packets transmitted by a wireless sensor

during one GTS, denoted as Fmax, is:

Fmax =

⌊
∆tgts

γ + IFS

⌋
+

⌊
mod(∆tgts, γ + IFS)

γ

⌋
, (3.6)

where IFS is the duration of an interframe space and ∆tgts is the duration of a GTS. We

5In the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon mode network, the propagation delay can be negligible since inter-node

distance is very small [28].
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assume that there is no acknowledgment for the reception of packets at the coordinator.

Given Fmax, the number of GTSs needed to transmit packets in Tj is:

gj =

⌈
nj

Fmax

⌉
, (3.7)

where nj is the number of packets required to transmit payload Pj. Figure 3.7 shows an

example of ∆tgts, γ and IFS.

CAP IP IP

BIh BIh+1

CAP

fCAP

IFS
tgts

Figure 3.7: ∆tgts, γ and IFS. Fmax=3.

Based on Equation (3.7) and the fact that the EDF algorithm schedules transactions in order

of increasing delay constraints, the EDF algorithm assign the first g1 GTSs to T1, the follow-

ing g2 GTSs to T2, and so forth. It is obvious that the EDF results in bursty transmissions

of the payload of a transaction. It also delays the service start time of transactions that have

large delay constraints. Although the EDF has these undesirable features, it is an optimal

and work-conserving algorithm. Therefore, it is good for a feasibility examination purpose.

With the above analysis about how EDF assigns GTSs to transactions, we can now proceed

to check the feasibility of a set of transactions. Denote by βj the maximum number of

beacon intervals that a transaction Tj can use while still satisfying its adjusted relative delay

constraint. βj can be calculated as:

βj =

⌈
d+j
BI

⌉
. (3.8)

In these βj BIs, the maximum amount of available time that can be used to serve transactions
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before Tj ’s adjusted relative delay constraint d+j , is given by

UBj = (βj − 1)Nmax-gts∆tgts +
[
d+j − (βj − 1)BI − fCAP

]
, (3.9)

where Nmax-gts is the maximum number of GTSs that can be allocated in a CFP and is up

to seven GTSs. The last component in Equation (3.9) is essentially the amount of time in

the βj-th beacon interval that can be used to serve transactions before the delay constraint

d+j . The first component in Equation (3.9) is the amount of time that can be used to serve

transactions in the previous (βj − 1) beacon intervals.

At the completion of transaction Tj, the actual amount of time spent in serving all the

transactions, denoted as EDj, can be calculated as

EDj =





ÊDj, if j = 1

ÊDj +∆tgts
∑j−1

k=1 gk, if 1 < j ≤ |T | ,
(3.10)

where ÊDj is the aggregated amount of time serving transaction Tj in all the CFPs. Com-

bining Equations (3.4) and (3.6), EDj is:

ÊDj =





ftd(Lj,nj
) + (γ + IFS)(nj − 1), if nj ≤ Fmax

ftd(Lj,nj
) + (γ + IFS) (mod(nj, Fmax)− 1) + ∆tgts

⌊
nj

Fmax

⌋
, otherwise,

(3.11)

where Lj,nj
is the length of the last packet of Tj .

Obviously, if EDF can schedule a transaction Tj to meet its delay constraint d+j , we must

have

EDj ≤ UBj (3.12)

Hence, the feasibility condition of transactions can be expressed by Theorem 3.1.
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Theorem 3.1 Assume that transactions are sorted in order of increasing delay constraint

so that drdcj < drdck for j < k. A set of transactions T is feasible under an optimal scheduling

algorithm if and only if

EDj ≤ UBj, (∀Tj ∈ T ). (3.13)

Proof. (If ) The EDF algorithm is an optimal scheduling algorithm. Therefore, if a set of

transactions is feasible under the EDF algorithm, than the set of transactions is feasible

under any optimal scheduling algorithm. When Equation (3.13) is true for any i, EDF can

meet the delay constraint for all transactions. Hence, we prove the ”if” condition.

(Only if ) When Equation (3.13) is not true for some i, the completion time of Tj under EDF

is larger than d+j . Hence, Tj is not feasible under EDF, which means that Tj is not feasible

under any optimal scheduling algorithm.

IPCAP

BIh

CFP

T1

T2
T3

BIh+1 BIh+2

CAP CAP

ED1

UB1

ED2

ED3

T1

T2

T3

CFP CFPIP IP

UB2

UB3

d1+

d2+ d3+

Figure 3.8: An example of feasibility examination for T1, T2 andT3.
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Figure 3.8 shows the feasibility examination for three transactions. Both EDcml
1 and EDcml

2

for T1 and T2 are less than UB1 and UB2, which indicates that the schedule consisting of a

set of GTSs allocated to T1 and T2 is feasible. In case of T3, however, EDcml
3 > UB3, which

means that the cumulative end-to-end delay caused by three transactions exceeds d+3 . In this

case, the schedule consisting of a set of GTSs allocated to three transactions is not feasible.

To ensure that T is still feasible, Tj with the lowest priority will be discarded.

3.5 Cumulative Delay Model

In this section, we design the Delay Model for Fixed Beacon interval and Superframe duration

(DM-FBS), which describes an expected delay between the beginning of the first beacon

interval after Tj’s arrival and the completion time of Tj. We denote it as Dj. It consists of

two components.

Assuming transaction Tj is completed in bj beacon intervals after its arrival, the first compo-

nent is Tj’s delay caused by the first (bj − 1) beacon intervals, which can be easily calculated

as (bj − 1)BI.

The second component is Tj’s delay in the last (the bj-th) beacon interval, which is related to

the delay in transmitting Tj ’s data packets and waiting for other transactions’ transmissions.

To calculate this second component of Dj, in the remainder of this section, we first calculate

the time required for Tj to send its data packets in the bj-th beacon interval.

Then, we present how to calculate the number of GTSs scheduled prior to Tj’s GTSs in the

bj-th beacon interval. Finally, by summing up both components of Dj, we derive Dj.
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fCAP
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BI1

dj
+

EDj
lb

Dj-1

Figure 3.9: An example of Dj and EDlb
j : Fmax = 3 and sj = s̃j = 2 in Tj ’s bj-th beacon

interval, i.e., BIh.

3.5.1 Calculating the Delay of Tj in Tj’s last Beacon Interval

In this section, we calculate the time for sending transaction Tj ’s own packets in its last

beacon interval. To do this, we first need to figure out how many Tj’s data packets are to

be sent in its last beacon interval. Given that sj GTSs are allocated to a transaction Tj in

each beacon interval, Tj can be completed in bj beacon intervals where

bj =

⌈
nj

sj × Fmax

⌉
. (3.14)

where sj is the number of GTSs allocated to Tj in each beacon interval (See Section 3.5.4).

The number of packets in Tj transmitted in the bj-th beacon interval is calculated as:

f̃j = mod(nj , sj × Fmax), (3.15)

Since f̃j may not fill sj GTSs in the bj-th beacon interval, the number of GTSs allocated to

Tj in the bj-th beacon interval is given by:
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s̃j =





⌈
f̃j

Fmax

⌉
, if f̃j 6= 0

sj, otherwise.

(3.16)

Based on Equations (3.6), (3.15) and (3.16), the delay that it takes to transmit f̃j in the

bj-th beacon interval of Tj is given by

EDlb
j = (s̃j − 1) (∆tgts − Fmax(γ + IFS)) + (γ + IFS)(f̃j − 1) + ftd(Lj,nj

), (3.17)

where Lj,nj
is the length of the last packet of Tj. Figure 3.9 illustrates an example of EDlb

j

for Fmax=4 and sj = s̃j = 2.

Proposition 3.2 For a transaction Tj, the following inequality holds.

s̃j ≤ sj. (3.18)

Proof. We consider two cases.

Case 1: For mod(nj, sj ×Fmax) = 0, since f̃j = sj ×Fmax, the number of GTSs in the bj-th

beacon interval is sj. Hence, s̃j = sj.

Case 2: For mod(nj, sj × Fmax) 6= 0, since f̃j < sj × Fmax, the following inequality holds.

f̃j
Fmax

< sj. (3.19)

By taking the ceiling of the left side, we obtain

⌈
f̃j

Fmax

⌉
≤ sj. (3.20)
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Since the left side of inequality (3.20) is the number of GTSs allocated to Tj in the bj-th

beacon interval,

s̃i =

⌈
f̃i

Fmax

⌉
. (3.21)

Hence, combining Inequality (3.20) and equality (3.21) gives s̃i ≤ sj.

3.5.2 Calculating the number of GTSs allocated before Tj in Tj’s last Beacon

Interval

To calculate the delay in serving transaction Tj, we need to find out how many transactions

are scheduled prior to Tj in the bj-th beacon interval since the number of GTSs allocated to

these transactions affects the length of time that Tj must wait before it is completed in the

bj-th beacon interval.

In each beacon interval, the GTSs are scheduled in order of increasing delay constraints of

the transactions, essentially applying the EDF algorithm inside each beacon interval. To

obtain the number of GTSs scheduled before Tj and to calculate the duration that Tj must

wait in the bj-th beacon interval, we introduce the Dependent Slot List (DSL) defined as

follows.

Definition 3.1 For a transaction Tj, DSL is defined as

DSL =
{
eTj

[b, s, s̃, drdc] : 1 ≤ j ≤ |T |
}
. (3.22)

The following Proposition 3.3, Proposition 3.4, Proposition 3.5 explain how to use DSL to

calculate the number of GTSs allocated before Tj in the bj-th beacon interval.

Proposition 3.3 For any transaction Tk, (k < j), scheduled before Tj in the bj-th beacon

interval, eTk
must precede eTj

in DSL.
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Proof. For any transaction Tk, k < j, that succeeds Tj in DSL, either eTk
[b] < eTj

[b] or

eTk
[b] = eTj

[b] and eTk
[drdc] > eTj

[drdc] hold.

For the first case where eTk
[b] < eTj

[b], in the eTj
[b]-th beacon interval, transaction Tk has no

GTS to schedule since Tk has already been completed before the eTj
[b]-th beacon interval.

For the second case where eTk
[b] = eTj

[b] and eTk
[drdc] > eTj

[drdc], since GAS schedules the

GTSs of transactions in order of increasing delay constraints of these transactions, Tk’s GTSs

are scheduled after Tj’s GTSs. This proves the proposition.

Proposition 3.4 For any eTk
that precedes eTj

, (k 6= j), in DSL, a transaction Tk is sched-

uled before a transaction Tj in the bj-th beacon interval if and only if eTk
[drdc] < eTj

[drdc].

Proof. (If) Since eTk
precedes eTj

(k 6= j), in DSL, either eTk
[b] > eTj

[b] or eTk
[b] = eTj

[b] and

eTk
[drdc] < eTj

[drdc] hold. In both cases, Tk has GTSs to be scheduled in the eTj
[b]-th beacon

interval.

In the first case where eTk
[b] > eTj

[b], if eTk
[drdc] < eTj

[drdc], Tk’s GTSs are scheduled be-

fore Tj’s GTSs since GAS schedules the GTSs of transactions in order of increasing delay

constraints of these transactions.

In the second case where eTk
[b] = eTj

[b] and eTk
[drdc] < eTj

[drdc], Tk’s GTSs are scheduled

before Tj ’s GTSs since GAS schedules GTSs in order of increasing delay constraints.

(Only if) If eTk
[drdc] > eTj

[drdc], Tk’s GTSs are scheduled after Tj’s GTSs since GAS sched-

ules GTSs of transactions in order of increasing delay constraints of these transactions.

This proves the proposition.

Proposition 3.5 For any transaction Tk, (k 6= j), that schedules its GTSs before Tj in

the bj-th beacon interval, if eTk
[b] = eTj

[b], then Tk schedules eTk
[s̃] GTSs before Tj. If

eTk
[b] > eTj

[b], then Tk schedules eTk
[s] GTSs before Tj.
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Proof. For the first case where eTj
[b] = eTk

[b], the eTj
[b]-th beacon interval of Tj is equivalent

to the last beacon interval of Tk. Hence, the eTk
[s̃] GTSs allocated to transaction Tk are

scheduled before Tj.

For the second case where eTk
[b] > eTj

[b], since the eTj
[b]-th beacon interval of Tj is not

equivalent to the last beacon interval of Tk, the number of GTSs allocated to Tk in the

eTj
[b]-th beacon interval equals eTk

[s] and these eTk
[s] GTSs are scheduled before Tj . This

proves the proposition.

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code that builds a DSL. BuildDSL() adds a new DSL

element to the DSL in order of decreasing bj. If eTj
[b] is equivalent to eTk

[b] for j 6= k, they

are ordered by increasing eTj
[drdc].

After building the DSL, we look it up to find out the number of GTSs allocated before Tj in

the bj-th beacon interval. To do this, we examine which transactions are placed prior to Tj

in the bj-th beacon interval.
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Based on Proposition 3.3, Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5, Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo

code for calculating the number GTSs scheduled before Tj in the bj-th beacon interval. Lines

7 to 12 implement Proposition 3.5.

To better illustrate Algorithm 2, consider the input parameter is eT3
[2, 2, 2, drdc3 ]. eT2

[3, 2, 1, drdc2 ]

increases λslot to eT2
[s] by the condition in line 7 of Algorithm 2. eT4

[3, 1, 1, drdc4 ] does not

increase λslot since eT3
[drdc3 ] < eT4

[drdc4 ], which means that T1 is scheduled prior to T3 since

T1’s delay constraint is earlier than T3’s delay constraint.

For eT1
[2, 2, 2, drdc1 ], eT1

[s̃] is added to λslot since eT3
[drdc3 ] > eT1

[drdc1 ] and eT3
[b] = eT1

[b] satisfy

the condition in line 9. As a result, the number of GTSs scheduled prior to T3 is the

summation of both eT2
[s] and eT1

[s̃], which equals 4. Figure 3.10 illustrates an example of a

DSL built by these operations.
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BIh

CFP

T1
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T3
T4

d1
+

d4
+

BIh+1 BIh+2

CAP CFP CAP CFP

d2
+

d3
+

eT2[3, 2, 1, d2    ]

eT4[3, 1, 1, d4    ]

eT1 [2, 2, 2, d1    ]

eT3[2, 2, 2, d3    ]
Head Tail

IP IP

rdc

rdc

rdc

rdc

Figure 3.10: GTS allocation and DSL: drdc1 = d+1 < drdc2 = d+2 < drdc3 = d+3 < drdc4 = d+4 .

The advantage of DSL is that when we need to find out the number of GTSs scheduled

before Tj, with DSL, we just need to scan the transactions that are located before eTj
in

DSL. However, without DSL, we must look up all transactions to calculatet the number of

GTSs scheduled before Tj .
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3.5.3 Putting All together

As the final step of the mathematical modeling, we formulate Dj, the delay for transmitting

all of a transaction Tj’s packets. Combining Equation (3.17) and Algorithm 2, we derive Dj

as follows:

Dj = (bj − 1)BI + fCAP +∆tgts × fdsl(j) + EDlb
j . (3.23)

3.5.4 Making a GTS schedule in each Beacon Interval

In this section, we present how to bound this delay to make sure that it is smaller than

Tj’s delay constraint d+j by allocating the minimum number of GTSs to Tj in each beacon

interval. Note that to ensure Tj meets its delay constraints, the estimated transmission delay

must satisfy the following condition:

Dj ≤ d+j , (3.24)

where d+j is given in Equation (3.2) and Dj is given in Equation (3.23).

Based on Equations (3.14), (3.17) and (3.23), the value of Dj depends on sj, which is the

number of GTSs allocated to Tj in each CFP.

Therefore, by calculating the minimum sj that satisfies Inequality (3.24) using Equations

(3.2), (3.14), (3.17) and (3.23), we get the minimum number of GTSs, denoted as smin
j , that

must be allocated to a transaction to meet its delay constraint in each beacon interval.

It is worth noting that allocating smin
j GTSs to transaction Tj may not be feasible since smin

j

is calculated by assuming that we must allocate the same number of GTSs to a transaction

in all the beacon intervals except the last one. Therefore, due to rounding up the number of

GTSs in each interval to an integer, some transactions are over-allocated with GTSs.
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Since we allocate GTSs to transactions in order of increasing delay constraint, the over-

allocation to transactions that have smaller delay constraints than Tj can cause a shortage

of GTSs to Tj . Hence, the real minimum number of GTSs that can be allocated to Tj is

sj = min{smin
j , Nmax-gts −

∑

k:drdc
k

<drdcj

sk}. (3.25)

In every beacon interval, the minimum number of GTSs meeting d+j is assigned to Tj in order

of increasing delay constraints until this assignment reaches Nmax-gts. We call this method

Earliest Delay Constraint First with Minimum GTS (EDCF-mGTS) in that the minimum

number of GTSs becomes large in every beacon interval if d+j is short.

It may also be possible that by assigning smin
j to each transaction, we still have some GTSs

unallocated, called Unallocated GTS(UTS). Figure 3.11(a) shows an example of this case,

where there are two UTSs in the BIh+1.

To maximize the GTS utilization and ensure that GAS is work-conserving, we need to assign

these UTSs to active transactions as depicted in Figure 3.11(b). A UTS is not necessarily

allocable to any transaction. For example, in Figure 3.11(a), we should not assign both UTSs

to T4 since T4 only needs one GTS to complete its payload in the BIh+1. The maximum

number of UTS that can be allocated to a transaction is determined by Proposition 3.6.

Proposition 3.6 Given a set of transactions and their sj, the number of UTSs in each

beacon interval is NUTS = max(0, Nmax-gts−
∑

Tj∈T
sj). If the total number of GTSs required

for Tj ∈ T , denoted as gj in Equation (3.7), satisfies gj − sj = x > 0, then at most

min(x,NUTS) number of UTSs can be allocated to transaction Tj.

Based on Proposition 3.6, Algorithm 3 describes how GAS assigns UTSs to transactions.
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Figure 3.11: GTS Reallocation.
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The temporary shortage of GTSs for some transactions due to sj < smin
j , however, does

not pose a problem for the optimality of GAS, nor does it cause any violation of the delay

constraint of Tj. This is because by over-allocating GTSs to transactions with smaller delay

constraint than Tj, these transactions are completed earlier.

After these transactions are completed, they release the reserved GTSs and we can just

recalculate the GTSs schedule to make sure that the lost GTSs can be regained by transaction

Tj. The GTS reallocation process of GAS is invoked right before and after every beacon

interval that has a transaction Tj completed in it or after the arrival of any new transactions.

When the reallocation process is invoked, for each transaction, GAS calculates the remaining

payloads that yet to be served. Then, based on the remaining payloads, GAS reruns the

GTS allocation algorithm described in Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.4.

This reallocation algorithm ensures that the transactions that do not get enough GTSs in

previous beacon intervals can obtain more GTSs in the following beacon intervals.

IPCAP

BIh

CFP

T1

T2

T3

BIh+1 BIh+2
IPCAP CFP IPCAP CFP

d3
+

d1
+

d2
+

minT1 (s1,  s1) = (3, 3)    T2 (s2,  s2) = (4, 4)    T3 (s3,  s3) = (1, 0)min min

Figure 3.12: GTS Reallocation.

To better illustrate this reallocation process, consider an example depicted in Figure 3.12. T1

and T2 are assigned s1(=3) and s2(=4) respectively while T3 is assigned s3(=0) by Equation

(3.25).

This means that s3 of T3 cannot be allocated in the BIh+1 even though all these transactions

are feasible by Inequality (3.13). In this case, s3 can be allocated in the BIh+1 since T1
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and T2 are completed in the BIh+1. Therefore, GAS reallocates s3 to T3 at the BIh+1-th

scheduling event.

3.6 Summary of GAS Design

In this section, we summarize the design of GAS and prove its optimality. GAS is invoked

before the coordinator transmits the beacon frame to the wireless sensors within its trans-

mission range.

3.6.1 Algorithm Description

The GAS algorithm maintains a set of active transactions and is invoked at the beginning

of each beacon interval. It first checks if a new GTS allocation needs to be calculated. In

three cases, such recalculation is needed.

In the first case (lines 5 to 6 in Algorithm 4), some transactions will be completed in this

beacon interval and hence will only use a smaller number of GTSs than in the previous

beacon intervals. Hence, a reallocation of GTSs is needed to ensure these extra GTSs can

be used by other transactions.

In the second case (lines 7 to 9 in Algorithm 4), some transactions were completed in the

previous beacon interval and hence release their allocated GTSs. Hence, GAS needs to

remove these transactions from Γ and calculate a new allocation of GTSs to ensure the

released GTSs can be used by the remaining transactions.

In the final case (lines 10 to 15 in Algorithm 4), a new transaction arrives and GAS needs

to check if this new transaction is feasible and calculate the GTSs allocation to the new
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transaction. Before calling GTSAllocNSchedule() and CheckFeasibility(), transactions

need to be sorted in order of increasing delay constraint by calling SortTrByEDCF().

Algorithm 5 allocates and reallocates the minimum number of GTSs to each active transac-

tion. The input parameter to GTSAllocNSchedule() is T , and the output is a schedule σ

that describes the number of GTSs allocated to each Tj ∈ T in each beacon interval in the

sequence of the actual schedule.

Algorithm 6 examines whether a set of active transactions is feasible. The input parameter

to CheckFeasibility() is T and the output is either feasible or infeasible. These two

Algorithms are called by Algorithm 4.

Theorem 3.2 For m transactions, the asymptotic complexity of GAS is O(m2 logm).
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Proof. The asymptotic complexity of GAS depends on the procedures GTSAllocNSched-

ule(), SortTrByEDCF(), CheckFeasibility(), GTSRealloc() and the for loop in GAS.

For m transactions, GTSAllocNSchedule() costs O(m), SortTrByEDCF() costs O(m logm),

CheckFeasibility() costs O(m), and GTSRealloc() costs O(m). The for loop iterates at

most m times, thus resulting in O(m2 logm) = O(m logm) +O(m)×O(m) +O(m logm)+

O(m).

Theorem 3.3 If EDF can schedule a set of transactions and satisfy their delay constraints,

GAS can also schedule this set of transactions and satisfy their delay constraints.

Proof. Assume that we are given a set of transactions that are feasible under EDF and the

transactions are sorted in the order of increasing delay constraints. From the design of GAS,

it is easy to see that GAS always tries to allocate at least smin
j GTSs to transactions.

Based on the calculation of smin
j , if GAS can allocate smin

j GTSs to every transaction, the
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delay constraints of all transactions are satisfied. However, due to over-allocation, GAS may

run out of GTSs and only allocate sj < smin
j GTSs to some transactions.

Since GAS allocates GTSs to transactions in order of increasing delay constraint, the trans-

actions that are allocated with enough GTSs (sj = smin
j ) have smaller delay constraints than

the transactions that do not get smin
j GTSs. Based on this observation, we can prove the

optimality of GAS using an induction hypothesis.

Basis: It is easy to see that if under EDF, transaction T1, which has the smallest delay

constraint, is feasible, T1 is also feasible under GAS.

Induction hypothesis: Assume that transaction Tk|k≤j are all feasible by EDF and GAS

and transaction Tj+1 is feasible under EDF. We now prove that transaction Tj+1 is also

feasible under GAS. If after allocating GTSs to Tj and all Tk|k<j, there are no less than smin
j+1

unallocated GTSs in each beacon interval, then GAS can allocate smin
j+1 GTSs to Tj+1 and

Tj+1 is feasible.

If the number of unallocated GTSs in each beacon interval is smaller than smin
j+1 , GAS allocates

all the remaining unallocated GTSs to Tj+1 and all the transactions Tk|k>j+1 cannot get any

GTS from GAS. Hence, none of the transactions that have larger delay constraints than Tj+1

can affect Tj+1.

When a transaction Ti|i<j+1 is completed, GAS reallocates GTSs based on each transactions’

remaining payloads. Tj+1 either gets smin
j GTSs in the reallocation and hence can meet its

delay constraint, or it still gets sj < smin
j GTSs from GAS. In the later case, Tj+1 waits for

additional transactions with Ti|i<j+1 to be completed and no transaction Tk|k>j+1 can obtain

GTSs.

The process continues and in the worst case, Tj+1 has to wait until the last transaction among

Ti|i<j+1 is completed. In this case, GAS has only allocated GTSs to transactions Ti|i<j+1 and

Tj+1, where
∑j

i=1 gj GTSs are allocated to transactions Ti|i<j+1 and another group of GTSs
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are allocated to Tj+1, denoted as x.

After the completion of the last transaction among Ti|i<j+1, GAS allocates GTSs to trans-

action Tj+1, which now requires (ξj+1 − x) GTSs to transmit its payload, and transactions

Tk|k>j+1, each of which requires ξk GTSs.

The time and status of the transactions is exactly the same as the moment when EDF

has completed transactions Tk|k<j+1 and has in total allocated x GTSs to transaction Tj+1.

Note that Tj+1 is the transaction with the smallest delay constraint among the remaining

transactions.

According to the basis, the transaction with the smallest delay constraint is always feasible

under GAS if it is feasible under EDF. Since EDF can schedule Tj+1 to satisfy its delay

constraint. Hence, Tj+1 is feasible under GAS. We prove the induction hypothesis.

3.7 Implementation Considerations

From a practical point of view, the GAS can be easily integrated into the IEEE 802.15.4

protocol with a minor change. It has no protocol overhead since it does not need to exchange

additional control packets, as compared with other protocols. At a wireless sensor, only trans-

action parameters are inserted into a GTSRequest message when a node has transactions

to be transmitted.

Once the GTSRequest message reaches the coordinator during the CAP, the GAS puts it

into the linearly-linked list, called GTS Transaction List (GTL). Then, it is invoked either

right before sending a new BI or right after the CAP. In terms of resource consumption, it

needs only two linearly linked lists, GTL and DSL whose the required amount of memory

depends on the number of active wireless nodes around the coordinator.
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Since the maximum number of GTSs are up to 7, however, such an amount of memory

can be adjusted depending on the available resources that wireless sensor nodes can provide.

Despite the small use of memory resources, the GAS involves two implementations (feasibility

examination and GTS assignment) in consuming the energy. The GTS assignment consumes

more energy than the feasibility examination since the GAS runs it every beacon interval

while the feasibility examination is performed only when new GTSRequest messages are

received.

3.8 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of GAS in terms of its ability to satisfy the time

constraints and its ability to achieve high GTS utilization using the ns-2 simulator [29].

3.8.1 Simulation Settings

For simulation, we consider the start topology with seven wireless sensors located in a 20×20

area. We set up transaction sets TSk, where 1 ≤ k ≤ 30, each of which consists of trans-

actions Ti,j , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 7 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 50. The length of payload for transaction

Ti,j is selected uniformly from 1 kbyte to 150 kbytes. Each wireless sensor transmits 50

transactions per simulation run and the total number of runs is 30. Figures 3.13 and 3.14

show a geographical deployment of seven wireless sensors and an instance of transaction sets

respectively.

Note that the priority for each transaction is randomly assigned. We compare GAS with

another three algorithms. The first algorithm is FCFS-based GTS scheduling and allocation,

which statically assigns as many GTSs as wireless sensor i request and schedules them on

a FCFS basis. The second algorithm is EDF, which statically assigns as many GTSs as
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Figure 3.13: Geographical deployment of wireless sensors.
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Figure 3.14: Transaction sets TSk and transactions Ti,j , where 1 ≤ k ≤ 30, 1 ≤ i ≤ 7 and

1 ≤ j ≤ 50.
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wireless sensor i request and schedules them in order of increasing delay constraints.

Our evaluation considers three types of transmissions: bursty , periodic and aperiodic trans-

missions. We assume that there is no difference in the channel conditions of any wireless

sensor and that only delay-sensitive transactions are transmitted in the network. Table 3.3

shows the 802.15.4 parameters for the simulation. All other parameters are the same as the

defaults specified in the standard.

Table 3.3: 802.15.4 parameters for the simulation

Parameter Value Unit

aMaxFrameOverhead 9 Bytes

aMaxFrameOverhead 9 Bytes

aMaxPHYPacketSize 127 Bytes

aMaxMACFrameSize 118 Bytes

aMaxBeaconOverhead 75 Bytes

aMaxLIFSPeriod 40 Symbols

aMaxSIFSPeriod 12 Symbols

BeaconOrder 8 Symbols

SuperframeOrder 8 Symbols

BeaconInterval 245760 Symbols

SuperframeDuration 245760 Symbols

DataRate 250 kbps

3.8.2 Performance Metrics

For performance evaluation, we define the following performance metrics:

Delay constraint Meet Ratio (DMR) is the ratio of the number of transactions meeting their

delay constraints to the number of transactions served, which is expressed as:
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DMR(%) =
The number of transactions meeting their delay constraints

The number of transactions served
× 100. (3.26)

It indicates how many transactions served by an algorithm meet their delay constraints.

Transaction Abort Ratio (TAR) is the ratio of the number of aborted transactions to the

number of transactions requested by wireless sensors. It is expressed as:

TAR(%) =
The number of aborted transactions

The number of transactions requested
× 100. (3.27)

It indicates how many transactions are rejected when the overloads condition or TCR > 1

occurs.

Lmax is the maximum latency of the completion time of a transaction with respect to its

delay constraint. It is given by

Lmax(msec) = max
i

(xTj
− dTj

) (3.28)

where xTj
is the termination time of Tj and dTj

is its absolute delay constraint that Tj must

meet.

UG is the GTS utilization, which means how many GTSs are allocated to transactions over

the beacon intervals, which is calculated as:

UG(%) =
The total number of GTSs allocated

(The number of beacon intervals transmitted− 1)×Nmax-gts

× 100. (3.29)

Equation (3.29) excludes the first beacon interval since there are no transactions scheduled

in the first CFP.
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3.8.3 Bursty Transmissions of Transactions

In this section, we consider bursty transmissions of transactions, where the payload of a

transaction arrives in a single burst.
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Figure 3.15: Performance under bursty transmissions.

Figures 3.15(a)-(c) show the DMR, Lmax and UG of the FCFS, EDF and GAS under bursty

transmissions. Each point is averaged over 50 of transactions. It can be observed that GAS

achieves 100% of DMR and negative Lmax, while both FCFS and EDF have positive Lmax

and significantly smaller DMRs than GAS due to their lack of feasibility examination. FCFS

has lower DMR and larger Lmax than EDF since it assigns GTSs to the transactions on a

FCFS basis without considering their delay constraints. GAS maintains 100% DMR and

negative Lmax because it is optimal so that if a group of transactions are feasible under some
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scheduling algorithm, GAS can always schedule them to satisfy their delay constraints.

Figure 3.15(c) shows that the UG of GAS is significantly higher than the other algorithms,

demonstrating GAS’s ability to maximize the utilization of GTSs. GAS’s UG is slightly

smaller than 100% for some transaction sets since in the last beacon interval where all

transactions are completed, some UTSs may get left since no transactions need additional

GTSs.

Figure 3.15(d) demonstrates the benefits of Algorithm 3 by comparing GAS with ĜAS, which

is GAS without using Algorithm 3. Since Algorithm 3 ensures maximal usage of GTS, it

shortens the completion time of transactions, which reduces TAR.

3.8.4 Periodic Transmissions of Transactions

In this section, we consider transactions whose payload arrives periodically. For this sim-

ulation, we set up transaction sets TSk, where 1 ≤ k ≤ 30, each of which consists of

transactions, Tj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ 7. Segments of a transaction Tj’s payload arrive periodically

for 50 intervals. The delay constraint of each arrived segment is the segment inter-arrival

time. Table 3.4 shows an example of TS1’s settings.

Table 3.4: An example of TS1 setting for periodic transmission.

Tj Pj (bytes) Period(msec) dj # of GTSs requested

T1 6095 2 × BI 6295 1

T2 26411 6 × BI 19144 1

T3 16817 5 × BI 11141 1

T4 39797 8 × BI 27299 1

T5 8005 3 × BI 6610 1

T6 14282 4 × BI 10794 1

T7 627 1 × BI 2237 1
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For example, transaction T1 has a 6095 Bytes payload segment arrives in every two beacon

intervals. Hence, the 6095 Bytes has a delay constraint of the duration of two beacon

intervals.

Figure 3.16(a)-(c) shows the DMRs, Lmax and UG of FCFS, EDF and GAS under the periodic

transmissions of transactions. Similar to the bursty arrival cases, GAS maintains 100% of

DMR and negative Lmax while FCFS and EDF have positive Lmax and smaller DMRs than

GAS. FCFS again has lower DMR and larger Lmax than EDF due to its FCFS-based GTS

scheduling method.

In Figure 3.16(c), the UG of GAS is comparable to the other algorithms. In some transaction

sets, the UG of GAS is slightly smaller than that of FCFS and EDF. This is because GAS

rejects transactions that are not feasible, which may potentially reduce utilization of GTSs as

there may not be enough active transactions to use all GTSs. Comparing with Figure 3.15(d),

Figure 3.16(d) shows that the benefits of Algorithm 3 is even larger for periodic transactions

than for bursty transactions.

3.8.5 Aperiodic Transmissions of Transactions

In this section, we consider aperiodic arrivals of transactions. We assume that a transaction

Ti,j from a wireless sensor i should be completed before the arrivals of its subsequent trans-

action Ti+1,j at the same wireless sensor. The inter-arrival time between Ti,j and Ti+1,j is

proportional to the payload size of Ti+1,j with a random variation of 3 beacon intervals.

Figure 3.17(a)-(c) shows the DMRs, Lmax and UG of FCFS, EDF and GAS under the

aperiodic arrivals of transactions. Similar to the bursty and periodic arrival cases, GAS

maintains 100% of DMR and negative Lmax while FCFS and EDF have positive Lmax and

smaller DMRs than GAS. FCFS again has lower DMR and larger Lmax than EDF due to its

FCFS-based GTS scheduling method.
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Figure 3.16: Performance under periodic transmissions.
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Figure 3.17: Performance under aperiodic transmissions.
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In Figure 3.17(c), the UG of GAS is comparable to the other algorithms and is slightly

smaller than that of FCFS and Unfiform-EDF in some cases due to its rejection of infeasible

transactions. Figure 3.16(d) demonstrates the benefits of Algorithm 3. Note that the UG of

GAS in Figure 3.16(d) is lower than the UG of GAS in Figure 3.15(c). This is because GAS

under aperiodic transactions must wait for the arrivals of the following transactions even if

the current transaction is already completed, potentially lowering the GTS utilization.

3.9 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a novel GTS allocation and scheduling algorithm, called

GAS, to meet the delay constraints of delay-sensitive transactions in the IEEE 802.15.4

beacon-enabled star network. The GAS is proved to be optimal in Theorem 3.3 and work-

conserving so that it achieves the maximal GTS utilization and can always find a feasible

schedule if there exists a feasible schedule. Different from the EDF scheduling method [15],

which results in bursty transmissions of payloads for transactions with delay constraints, it

smooths out the traffic of a transaction by distributing the GTSs of a transaction over as

many beacon intervals as possible while satisfying the delay constraint of the transaction.

By doing so, it reduces the average service starting time of transactions and enables con-

current services to more transactions. This can significantly benefit many delay-sensitive

applications, where the starting time of the first message and the stability of traffic have

great impact on the performance of these applications. Simulation results also demonstrate

that the GAS significantly outperforms both the FCFS-based scheduling algorithm defined

in the IEEE 802.15.4 and the EDF scheduling algorithm.

Our extensive simulation results demonstrate that the GAS has excellent performance under

bursty, periodic and aperiodic transmissions of transactions. In particular, these results
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indicate that the delay constraint meet ratio (DMR) of our algorithm is up to 100% higher

than the FCFS-based scheduling algorithm. Our algorithm differs from the existing ones in

that it is an on-line scheduling algorithm and allows transmissions of bursty and periodic

messages with delay constraints even when the network is overloaded.
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CHAPTER 4

MULTIRATE SERVICE DIFFERENTIATION

4.1 Introduction

Recent growing interest in the use of LR-WPAN has been driven by emerging applications

such as home automation, health-care monitoring and environmental surveillance. To meet

the needs for these applications, IEEE has announced a new standard called the IEEE

802.15.4 [1] for LR-WPAN. Similar to the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) de-

fined in the IEEE 802.11 [2], it defines a contention-based channel access mechanism called

unslotted CSMA/CA channel access protocol. This protocol enables contending wireless sen-

sors to access the shared channel without coordination by the centralized coordinator and,

hence, is more flexible and robust for dynamic network formation than slotted CSMA/CA

channel access mechanism based on centralized coordination, while it does not provide ser-

vice differentiation at the MAC layer [30]. This lack of providing service differentiation in

the IEEE 802.15.4 unslotted CSMA/CA protocol has hindered the development of service

differentiation model for rate-sensitive applications.

To provide such differentiated service in wireless networks, the IEEE 802.11e [11] employs

the Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function (EDCF), which consists of four Access

Categories (ACs), Arbitrary Interframe Space (AIFS), CWmin and CWmax. If one class has a

smaller AIFS, CWmin or CWmax, the class’s traffic has a better chance to access the wireless
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medium earlier. This standard is extended from the IEEE 802.11 DCF to support service

differentiation while it does not have capabilities to provide rate-sensitive applications. This

limitation is not desirable for LR-WPAN since rate-sensitive applications often demand QoS

guarantees.

In the nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network some operating scenarios for rate-sensitive

applications arise when one considers wireless video surveillance and target detection appli-

cations for wireless sensor networks. To support such rate-sensitive applications in wireless

sensor networks, we present the Multirate Service Differentiation (MSD) model operating in

the nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network. Unlike existing priority-based service differen-

tiation models, the MSD defines the independent Virtual Medium Access Controls (VMACs),

each of which consists of a transmission queue and the Adaptive Backoff Window Control

(ABWC). The ABWC algorithm adjusts the backoff window to reflect the local network

state in the local collision domain. Since the VMACs serve multiple rate-sensitive flows, it

is possible that more than one data frame collide with each other when their backoff times

expire simultaneously. To solve such a virtual collision in the virtual collision domain, we

design the Virtual Collision Avoidance Control (VCAC). The VCAC algorithm prevents

virtual collisions and preempts packets with the minimal cost in the virtual collision do-

main. By analyzing these algorithms, we prove that the ABWC component enables the

achieved data rate to converge to the rate requirement and the VCAC component produces

a virtual-collision-free schedule to avoid degradation of the achieved data rate. Through the

simulation, we validate our analysis and show the MSD outperforms existing algorithms.

4.1.1 Existing Approaches

There has been plenty of research work focusing on QoS and service differentiation in wireless

networks.

Some research work [30] [31] [32] [33] shows that the adjustment of backoff parameters
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enables MAC protocols to support service differentiation. The research work [30] proposes

an end-to-end service differentiation algorithm based on modified EDCF. Unlike the EDCF,

it differentiates traffic class service depending on the forwarding rate of flow i and varies the

backoff window with different weights. In [32] [33], the researchers present a backoff-based

priority schemes to provide service differentiation by varying three backoff parameters such

as initial window size Wi,0, window-increasing factor σi and retry limit Li,retry in terms of

the priority i class. In [31], two service classes for delay-sensitive and best-effort traffics are

defined, each of which is assigned different CWmin and CWmax, where CWmin and CWmax

for delay-sensitive traffics is lower than those of best-effort traffics. It is shown that this

algorithm provides good service differentiation in terms of throughput and delay over high-

priority and best-effort traffics. The focus of all these approaches is on simply assigning

different backoff parameters to traffic classes or ACs while they have a significant limitation

in achieving QoS guarantees.

Some existing work [34] [35] [36] places a focus on controlling over the contention window

depending on the changes in the network status. In [34], the Sensing Backoff Algorithm

(SBA) has been addressed to maximize channel throughput with fair access to a shred

channel. On a packet collision, it multiplies its backoff interval by α while on a successful

transmission, both sending and receiving wireless sensors multiply their backoff interval by θ,

and the others overhearing(sensing) a successful transmission decrease their backoff intervals

by β. Cali et al. address a dynamic IEEE 802.11 [36] [35] based on p-persistent CSMA/CA

protocol. To compute the accurate network status, however, their approach must estimate

the exact number of active wireless sensors while they do not consider QoS for real-time

traffics since they focused on fair access to the shared channel.

Different from MAC-level service differentiation, transport-level QoS called SWAN [37] has

been proposed. Based on AIMD window control algorithm, SWAN assures the bandwidth for

real-time traffics as much as possible while regulating the bandwidth for best-effort traffics.
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Since it lacks the QoS support from the underlying MAC protocol, it must resort to binary

exponential backoff mechanism when transmitting real-time traffics, which results in frequent

violations of QoS requirements. This is because SWAN controls over the transmission rate

only on top of the MAC layer.

Recent research works in IEEE 802.15.4 WSNs have presented priority-based service differ-

entiation models similar to EDCF. Because of no definition of variable Interframe Spaces

(IFSs) such as AIFS, these works are based on a simple scheme that assigns different Backoff

Exponent (BE) to service classes. The authors in [38] [39] proposed a multi-level service

differentiation model based on a single prioritized queue. Depending on priority p, each

service class is assigned the initial BE, i.e., BE[p] and the backoff period is given by one of

the random values from [2(BE−1), 2BE − 1] whenever a collision occurs.

Unlike [38] [39], Koubaa et al. in [40] presented a service differentiation model with prioritized

multiqueues. Their algorithm gives each service class two parameters, i.e., the minimal BE

and the maximum BE. On a collision, the backoff period is given by a random value from

[2SCi(BE), 2SCi(maxBE)], where SCi is service class i and BE increases by 1. However, their

algorithm does not allow lower-priority packets to be preempted during the backoff in spite

of arrival of higher-priority packets. Kipnis et al. in [41] designed a prioritized multiqueue-

based service differentiation model operating on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. In

their model, higher-priority packets are always selected to be transmitted by preempting

lower-priority packets during the backoff. As a result, their approach incurs no virtual

collision.

With no consideration about the rate requirements of data flows, all these algorithms aim at

simply maximizing the throughput and providing such flows with a level of service depending

on priorities. In other words, a service class with a higher priority has more opportunities to

occupy the wireless channel than one with a lower priority. This introduces a problem that

higher-priority data flows occupy the wireless channel more than what they need for meeting
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their minimal rate requirements.

4.1.2 Chapter Organization

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we address the problems

of existing service differentiation. In Section 4.3 we present the design of the MSD model

including the design of VMAC. Section 4.4 presents the design of the ABWC and VCAC

algorithms. In Section 4.5 we analyze these two algorithms mathematically. In Section 4.6

we explain how to implement the MSD on the IEEE 802.15.4-enabled wireless sensor. The

performance evaluation, including the experimental results, is given in Sections 4.7 and 4.8.

Finally, we give a summary of the chapter in Section 4.9.

4.2 Problem Statement

Existing priority-based service differentiation models based on the IEEE 801.15.4 fall into

Single Priority Queue (SPQ) [38] [39] [40] and Multiple Priority Queues (MPQ) [41] [11].

The SPQ model has a single priority queue, where a data frame is assigned either a high

priority or a low priority. With this model, a data frame with a high priority is assigned

a shorter backoff time than one with a low priority since it has a lower BE than the low

priority frame.

If the low priority frame is being in backoff, however, the high priority frame must wait

until the low priority frame is transmitted. This raises a significant problem that the data

frame with a high priority fails to meet its rate requirement. Since the SPQ model sends

data frames in the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) manner regardless of priority, the SPQ model

does not provide any guarantee for rate-sensitive applications so that it is not suitable for

rate-sensitive applications.
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Figure 4.1: Two service differentiation models: Single Priority Queue (SPQ) and Multiple

Priority Queues (MPQ). vl is an instance of the data frame with a low priority. vh is an

instance of the data frame with a high priority.
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On the other hand, the MPQ model has multiple priority queues, each of which is assigned a

priority and stores data frames with the same priority. With this model, data frames in a high

priority queue are assigned a low BE while data frames in a low priority queue are assigned

a high BE. Namely, the high priority frames can be sent before the low priority frames since

they backoff independently. Such an independent backoff introduces a significant problem

called a virtual collision if the backoff times of two data frames have expired simultaneously.

The Virtual Collision Handler (VCH) [11] is defined to solve this problem. It chooses a data

frame with the highest priority among all instances being in backoff and forces the others

to backoff again. In [41] no virtual collision occurs since high priority frames preempts low

priority frames when they are being in backoff.

Such frame preemption in the MAC layer frequently happens during the backoff since high

priority frames are always transmitted prior to low priority frames even though these low

priority frames are already being in backoff. It introduces a problem that if a low priority

frame, vl is in its first backoff and a high priority frame, vh restarts its second backoff due

to a local collision, then vl will be preempted by vh even though vl’s backoff time nearly

has reached 0 and vl’s required data rate has not been missed. As a result, vl is forced to

backoff again and its achieved data rate will be degraded when it is transmitted without

interruption by high priority data frames. In other words low priority frames suffer from

lack of transmission opportunity.

In addition, it is not necessarily desirable to send a higher priority frame than a lower priority

frame in real-time communication scenarios. For example, consider a high priority frame that

suffers from a significant latency in its previous hops and hence will not be useful even if it

arrives at the destination. In such a case, it is better to transmit a lower priority packet since

this packet will yield more benefits than the high priority frame that has already missed its

rate requirement.

Suppose that in Figure 4.2 there are three instances, v1 with p1 and r∗1, v2 with p2 and r∗2,
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and v3 with p3 and r∗3, where p1(highest)>p2>p3(lowest) and r∗1, r
∗
2, and r∗3 are the rate

requirements. At t1, v1 starts backoff and is transmitted when its backoff time expires. In

this case, there is no virtual collision since only v1 is being in backoff. If v1 collides with any

other frame in the local network, it will backoff again so that it is assigned a longer backoff

time, t2, as shown in the Figure. At t2, v1, v2 and v3 start backoff simultaneously. Note that

v2 and v3 are being in their first backoff. It is obvious that these three instances collide with

one another in the virtual collision domain when their backoff times have expired at t = 0

simultaneously. When such a virtual collision occurs, the VCH chooses v1 (since it has the

highest priority, p1) even though v1 has already missed the rate requirement.

High 
priority

0

p2

p1

t2t1

First
backoff of v1

Second
backoff of v1

First
backoff of v2

p3

First
backoff of v3

t

Virtual collision domain

-v1v1

v2

v3

Figure 4.2: Problem of virtual collision when three backoff times have expired simultaneously.

p1(highest)>p2>p3(lowest). t1(earliest)<t2(latest). At t = 0, the backoff times of v1, v2 and

v3 expire and the virtual collision occurs.

On the other hand, v2 and v3 are forced to backoff again even though they do not miss their

rate requirements yet. As a result, all of the three instances will miss their rate requirements.

It is not necessarily desirable to send the higher priority frame than the lower priority frame

in real-time communication scenarios if the high priority frame has already missed its rate

requirement. In such a case, it is better to transmit either v2 or v3 rather than v1 since

one the low priority frames will yield more benefits than v1 that has already missed its rate
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requirement.

In the following section we present the MSD model that not only provides guaranteed ser-

vice for multiple data flows with rate requirements, but also solve the virtual collision and

handling problems.

4.3 MSD Model

4.3.1 Network Model and Assumptions

We consider the IEEE 802.15.4 nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network based on unslotted

CSMA/CA channel access mechanism. All wireless sensors are not synchronized with one

another and thus transmissions are not aligned with slot boundaries. Furthermore, a general

wireless network is taken into consideration, i.e., all wireless sensors are not necessarily in

their transmission range. For simplicity, we assume that a wireless sensor i can receive a

packet from a wireless sensor j if and only if the wireless sensor j can receive a packet from

the wireless sensor i. We also assume that all wireless sensors are stationary and share a

single wireless channel. Furthermore, they have a single transceiver so that they cannot

transmit and receive simultaneously.

4.3.2 Virtual Medium Access Control

For different types of flows, we consider the Virtual Medium Access Control (VMAC), which

is an independent MAC entity consisting of a transmission queue and an Adaptive Backoff

Window Control (ABWC) component. Figure 4.3 shows the MSD model that contains

VMAC entities and VCACs. Let M be a set of active VMAC entities of a wireless sensor.

It is represented as M = {zi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
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The Network State Estimator (NSE) measures the network congestion level and quantifies

how many collisions occur in the LCD. Each VMAC entity receives this information such

that it is able to dynamically adjust its backoff window size by means of the ABWC. The

Virtual Collision Avoidance Control (VCAC) algorithm is responsible for preventing virtual

collisions incurred by simultaneous transmission attempts of more than two VMAC entities

in the VCD. It produces a virtual collision-free schedule consisting of the instances of VMAC

entities. The details of the VCAC algorithm are explained in section 4.4.3.

Network Layer

PHY Layer

MAC Layer

Virtual Collision Avoidance Control (VCAC)

Session 
Administrator

SessionREQ
SessionEND

SessionRESP

ABWC

z1

ABWC

z2

ABWC

zm
. . . .

: Control Message : Flow of data frame
ABWC : Window Control            : Data frame

Network State
NSE)

Figure 4.3: The MSD model with VMAC and VCAC.

4.3.3 Admission Control and Session Establishment

The session administrator creates a new session with a VMAC entity if there are enough

resources to serve the rate requirement. Note that z1 is reserved for best-effort flows. Since

best-effort flows are tolerant to changes in service quality levels and do not have any strict

rate requirements for packet delays, they are queued into z1 while rate-sensitive flows are

sent to one of the other VMAC entities.

A per-flow session is established by Forward Resource Reservation Protocol (FRRP). To

establish a new data flow session, for example, a source wireless sensor sends a SessionREQ
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Figure 4.4: Virtual collision domain vs. local collision domain.

message to a destination. If wireless sensors on the source/destination path have enough

resources to serve, these resources are reserved until they are not needed any more. The

destination responds with a SessionRESP message over the backward path. If there are not

sufficient resources, they send a SessionRESP message with a NotAvailableResource bit so

that the reserved resources are released.

Once the dat flow session is established on the source/destination path, the source is allowed

to send packets. On the other hand, the data flow session ends either by sending a SessionEND

message explicitly or by the expiration of a session timer when there is no data flow. We

assume that the timer value is large enough to detect nonexistence of data flow over the data

flow session.

4.4 Algorithm Design

In this section, we discuss how to adjust the backoff window size to meet the required data

rate for rate-sensitive data flows depending on the network behavior in the LCD. Since a

wireless sensor is allowed to establish multiple sessions, it is inevitable that they contend
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with one another to get an opportunity for exclusive use of the channel in the VCD. In the

following section, we explain how to schedule instances from those sessions to avoid virtual

collisions caused by simultaneous transmission attempts of more than two instances.

4.4.1 Adaptive Backoff Window Control

The main factor that impacts significantly on the data rate is the backoff delay, which varies

depending on backoff windows. To fulfill the rate requirement and realize the distributed

nature of backoff window control, we present the ABWC algorithm. It dynamically adjusts

the backoff window at every transmission to achieve the rate requirement. For zi ∈ M, it is

formulated as:





w[z1] = random
(
2min{BE[z1],macMaxBE} − 1

)
+ fmax-bw,

wk+1[zi] = wk[zi] + θ[zi]Ψnsm(r
k[zi]− r∗[zi]), (i > 1 and

if (rk[zi]− r∗[zi] < 0) and (Ψnsm > 1), then Ψnsm = −Ψnsm),

(4.1)

where random(·) returns an integer with a uniform distribution, wk[zi] is the kth update of

w[zi]’s backoff window, r∗[zi] is the rate requirement of zi, θ[zi] is the constant scaling factor,

BE stands for Backoff Exponent, which takes one of the integers from [macMinBE,macMaxB

E ], and r[zi] is the achieved data rate. r[zi] is represented as:

r[zi] =
L[zi]

w[zi]δ +∆tta
, (zi ∈ M\{z1}), (4.2)

where L[zi] is the length of a packet transmitted by zi, δ is a unit backoff time and ∆tta

is a duration, which includes the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) [1], transmission delay,

propagation delay and Ack.

Ψnsm is the network state estimator consisting of fcli and fnci and returns the sum of two

estimated values of network state. It is given by:
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Ψnsm = fcli + fnci + 1, (4.3)

where fcli and fnci are congestion level indicator and network collision level indicator respec-

tively.

fcli is the congestion level indicator and returns a level of current network congestion. It is

given by:

fcli = γcli
nbusy

nsmpl

, (γcli > 0), (4.4)

where γcli is a small positive constant, nsmpl is the number of channel states periodically

sampled and nbusy is the number of busy states out of nsmpl. If fcli > 0, it indicates that

local congestion is not negligible and the backoff window needs to be increased. Otherwise,

fcli indicates that local congestion is negligible.

fnci is the network collision indicator which means how many collisions occur in the LCD. It

is given by:

fnci = γnci(NB[zi]− 1), (γnci > 0), (4.5)

where γnci is a positive constant and NB[zi] is the number of backoffs performed by zi. On a

collision, NB increases by 1 until it reaches macMaxCSMABackoffs [1]. If fnci = 0 (which

means that current local collision is negligible), then it leads to no increase in the backoff

window. On the other hand, if fnci > 0, then it leads to increase in the backoff window since

current local collision is not negligible.

fmax-bw returns the largest backoff window of active VMAC entities. It is given by:

fmax-bw = w[zλ] +

⌈
d[zλ]

δ

⌉
, (4.6)
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where d[zλ] is the sum of transmission delay and CCA duration.

d[zi] is the elapsed backoff time, which is represented as:

d[zi] = ∆ttd[zi] + ∆tcca, (4.7)

where ∆ttd[zi] is the transmission delay achieved by zi and ∆tcca is the CCA duration. λ is

an index of the VMAC entity that has the largest w and is defined by:

λ , argmax2≤i≤m {w[zi]} . (4.8)

Since best-effort flows have no rate-sensitive properties, w[z1] always has the largest backoff

window out of active w[zi] to prevent z1’s transmission from incurring local collisions, while

the other VMAC entities adjust their w[zi] depending on variations of both r[zi] and Ψnsm.

Note that despite being regarded as best-effort flows, link layer protocols (e.g., ARP) or

routing protocols (e.g., AODV) are treated as flows with the highest priority and cost since

they require timely responses.

θ[zi] is the scaling factor, which is is given by:

θ[zi] = γbw
r∗[zi]∑

zk∈M\{z1}
r∗[zk]

, (γbw > 0, zi ∈ M\{z1}), (4.9)

where γbw is a scaling factor.

4.4.2 Cost Function Model

As stated in Section 4.2, the VCH chooses an instance with the highest priority among all

instances being in backoff and forces the others to backoff again. It is not necessarily desirable

to choose the highest priority instance out of the instances when the virtual collision occurs.

For example, consider a high priority frame that suffers from a significant latency in its
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previous hops and hence will not be useful even if it arrives at the destination. In such a

case, it is better to transmit a lower priority packet since this packet will yield more benefits

than the high priority frame that has already missed its rate requirement.

To solve this problem, we define the cost function C(t), which returns a cost value with

regard to time t. Basically, when one instance needs to be chosen out of the instances, the

cost function for each instance returns C(t) with regard to t. It is given by:

C(t) =





Cmin if r∗ = 0,

Cmax if t ∈ [0, t∗],

Cmax − α(t− tc) if t > t∗,

(4.10)

where Cmin and Cmax is the minimum and maximum of cost values, r∗ is the rate requirement

and α > 0. r∗ = 0 indicates best-effort flows since they are regarded as less significant than

rate-sensitive flows and hence their C(t) always returns Cmin. C(t) maintains a constant

until C(t) reaches C(t∗) and linearly decreases after t∗.

C(t)

tt*0

Cmax

t*

Figure 4.5: Cost function C(t).

Intuitively, this implies that the instance of a data frame is considered to be important until

C(t) reaches C(t∗) while it is considered to be less important after C(t∗). Suppose that

v1’s cost function is C1(t) and v2’s cost function is C2(t). If a virtual collision occurs and

C1(t) > C2(t) at t, then v1 is more important than v2 so that v2 will be chosen. As shown

in the Figure 4.4.2, C(t) is decreasing after t∗. This is because strict discard of data frames

after t∗ may increase the rate of dropping frames. In Section 4.4.3, we discuss how the cost

function is used by the VCAC.
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4.4.3 Virtual Collision Avoidance Control

The existing virtual collision resolution algorithms such as [11] simply choose one of the

colliding instances with the highest priority in the VCD and allow it to be transmitted

while the other colliding instances perform the backoff procedure with increased backoff

window sizes for next transmission round. Since this simple algorithm chooses only one with

the highest priority on the virtual collision, the other colliding instances must have longer

backoff times so that not only is their transmission delayed, but also their data rates are

degraded (See Equation 4.2).

In this section two virtual collisions are considered: (1) more than two instances’ backoff

timers are expired simultaneously, and (2) for two instances vp and vq, during either vp’s

transmission or CCA, vq’s backoff timer expires and vice versa. Clearly, the first case accounts

for a virtual collision. The second case is also considered to be a virtual collision since vp

and vq collide with each other before their transmission either if they are trying to sense the

channel simultaneously by means of CCA or if vp is being transmitted and vq is trying to

sense the channel simultaneously. In these two cases, only one VMAC entity must be allowed

to access the channel and the others backoff again. To avoid virtual collisions and prevent

degradation of the data rate, we present a new virtual collision resolution algorithm, called

VCAC, which does not degrade the required data rates of those instances.

Figure 4.6 shows a sequence of function calls in the VCAC. Firstly, VirtualCollisionAvoidance

Control() invokes ProduceEBTFSch−edule(), which makes a new V in the EBTF order.

ProduceEBTFSchedule() adds a new instance to V and invokes PredictVirtualCollision(), which

checks if any instance in V causes a virtual collision. If there is no virtual collision, then

PredictVirtualCollision() invokes ReallocateBackoffTime(), which adjusts the backoff time of

each instance in V if reallocating the backoff time is needed. Otherwise, it invokes ReplaceInsta

nceWithMinimalCost(), which chooses one instance with the minimal cost and replaces it

with the new instance. Since the placement of instances in V has changed, it invokes
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PredictVirtualCollision() again to check the virtual collision. If the virtual collision still

occurs, then PredictVirtualCollision() invokes Backoff(), which removes the instance (being

replaced with the new instance) if the instance’s NB reaches macMaxCSMABackoffs.

Otherwise, the backoff window of the instance is updated in accordance with the ABWC in

Equation (4.1).

In the following we explain more details of how the VCAC algorithm works. Basically, the

VCAC algorithm inserts a new instance and reallocates instances’ backoff times when neces-

sary. It consists of Algorithm 7 through Algorithm 12. Algorithm 7 calls ProduceEBTFSched

ule() in Algorithm 8 and ReplaceInstanceWithMinimalCost() in Algorithm 9. As the name im-

plies, ProduceEBTFSchedule() produces a virtual collision-free schedule, whose the instances

are ordered in the EBTF.

Firstly, it looks into the feasibility condition, for which PredictVirtualCollision() in Algo-

rithm 10 is responsible. PredictVirtualCollision() finds out a place where vnew will be added

and checks if tbo[vnew] is greater than tsum, which is the sum of d[vj]. If tbo[vnew] > tsum

(which means there is enough space to add vnew), then the schedule turns out to be feasible.

Secondly, ProduceEBTFSchedule() updates instances’ backoff times, for which ReallocateBacko

ffTime() in Algorithm 11 is responsible, if the schedule is feasible. ReallocateBackoffTime()

reallocates a new backoff time shorter than current backoff time if PredictVirtualCollision() in

Algorithm 10 detects the likelihood of a virtual collision between two successive instances.

The reallocation of new backoff times may lead to a temporary increase in the data rate.

However, the ABWC enables the increased data rate to decrease (See Equation (4.1)).

If ProduceEBTFSchedule() fails to produce a feasible schedule with vnew (which implies that

there is not enough space to add it), then the VCAC chooses one of the instances. The
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Check if any instance in     causes a 
virtual collision.

PredictVirtualCollision ()

End

Virtual collision occurs

Choose one instance with the minimal
cost and replace it with the new one.

Check if any instance in     causes a 
virtual collision.

Add a new instance to in EBTF order.

No virtual collision

Adjust the backoff time of each instance 
in     if needed.

If the instance (being replaced with the
new one) reaches macMaxCSMABackoffs,
it is removed from . Otherwise,

Update the backoff window in
accordance with ABWC.

ProduceEBTFSchedule()

ReplaceInstanceWithMinimalCost()

PredictVirtualCollision()
Backoff()

ReallocateBackoffTime()

Start

No more virtual collision

7

8 10

9

10

11

12

A new instance vnew arrives and invoke 
VirtualCollisionAvoidanceControl ()

Figure 4.6: Control flow of the VCAC.
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selected one has the smallest C(t) less than vnew’s C(t). Then, the VCAC replaces it with

vnew.

Note that the instance with r∗[v] = 0 has the smallest C(t) if the schedule includes it. If the

schedule has no instance less than vnew’s C(t), the new instance backoffs again. Backoff()

in Algorithm 12 does such a backoff. Note that the VCAC does not guarantee successful

transmission in the LCD, but reduces potential degradation of the data rate by avoiding

virtual collisions in the VCD. For simplicity we denote C(t) as ct, which is a cost value at t.

Figure 4.7 shows an example of a schedule produced by the VCAC algorithm. We assume

that the initial schedule includes five instances and they satisfy both ct[vnew,1] = ct[vnew,2] =

ct[vnew,3] > ct[v5] > ct[v4] > ct[v3] > ct[v1] > ct[v2] and tbo[v1] < tbo[v2] < tbo[v3] <

tbo[vnew,3] < tbo[vnew,2] < tbo[v4] < tbo[vnew,1] < tbo[v5]. Note that v1 is the earliest while

v5 is the latest.

Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the schedule before adding a new instance, vnew,1. When vnew,1

arrives, the VCAC adds it to the schedule since the schedule not only satisfies UBT < 1

in accordance with Algorithm 10, but also has enough time space without reallocating the

instances’ backoff times. Figure 4.7(b) shows that vnew,1 has been added successfully.
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0 (earliest) (latest) t

v1 v2 v4 v5v3

vnew,1

(a) Initial schedule and vnew,1 arrives.

v1 v2 v4 v5v3 vnew,1

vnew,2

0 (earliest) (latest) t

(b) vnew,1 is added and vnew,2 arrives.

v1 v2 v4 v5v3 vnew,1vnew,2

vnew,3

0 (earliest) (latest) t

(c) vnew,2 is added and vnew,3 arrives.

v1 vnew,3 v4 v5v3 vnew,1vnew,2

0 (earliest) (latest) t

(d) Completed schedule.

Figure 4.7: Virtual-collision-free schedule produced by the VCAC.
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In Figure 4.7(b), the VCAC attempts to add vnew,2 to the schedule since tbo[v3] < tbo[vnew,2] <

tbo[v4]. Since the schedule not only has enough time space and but also satisfies UBT < 1, the

VCAC adds it to the schedule. At this time, Algorithm 10 detects virtual collisions caused

by vnew,2 so that the VCAC reallocates the backoff times of those instances earlier than vnew,2

to prevent the virtual collision. These reallocated backoff times of v2, v3 and vnew,2 are less

than their current backoff times since Algorithm 11 allocates shorter backoff times to avoid

the virtual collision. This implies that the VCAC does not make those instances’s backoff

delays longer so that it reduces potential degradation of their data rates.

Figure 4.7(c) shows that the shorter backoff times of v2, v3 and vnew,2 have been reallocated.

Clearly, these shorter backoff times increase the data rates of v2, v3 and vnew,2. However,

the data rate will decrease as much as it increases in accordance with the ABWC (See

Equation 4.1).

In Figure 4.7(c), the VCAC attempts to add vnew,3 to the schedule since tbo[v3] < tbo[vnew,3] <

tbo[vnew,2]. When it is inserted, the schedule turns out to be infeasible since UBT > 1. Since v2

has the smallest cost value, the VCAC replaces it with vnew,3 in accordance with Algorithm 9

and makes it backoff again for next transmission round. On the other hand, if vnew,3 does

not meet the feasibility condition in spite of having replaced v2, the VCAC has vnew,3 backoff

again and puts back v2 where it was (See lines 12-18 in Algorithm 9).

Figure 4.7(d) shows the completed schedule right after the VCAC has finished adding vnew,1,

vnew,2 and vnew,3.

4.5 Algorithm Analysis

In this section, we analyze both ABWC and VCAC algorithms explained in section 4.4 and

elaborate their mathematical and theoretical properties.
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4.5.1 Analysis of ABWC Algorithm

Theorem 4.1 (Convergence) For zi ∈ M\{z1}, r[zi] converges to r∗[zi].

Proof. We show that with regard to w[zi], a Lyapunov function exists so that w[zi] is stable.

Let V (w[zi]) = [Ψnsm (r[zi]− r∗[zi])]
2 =

[
Ψnsm

(
L[zi]

w[zi]δ+∆tta
− r∗[zi]

)]2
so that V (w[zi]) is

continuously differentiable and positive definite for w[zi] 6= w∗[zi], where V (w∗[zi]) = 0. We

denote the time derivative of Equation (4.1) by ẇ[zi] = θ[zi]Ψnsm(r[zi] − r∗[zi]). Then, the

time derivative of V (w[zi]) is calculated as:

V̇ (w[zi]) =
∂V

∂w[zi]
ẇ[zi]

= −
2δL[zi]Ψnsm

(w[zi]δ +∆tta)2
(r[zi]− r∗[zi]) ẇ[zi]

= −
2δθ[zi]r[zi]

w[zi]δ +∆tta
[Ψnsm (r[zi]− r∗[zi])]

2

(4.11)

It it obvious that V̇ (w[zi]) < 0 for w[zi] 6= w∗[zi], that is, negative definite. In accordance

with the definition of Lyapunov function [42], V (w[zi]) is a Lyapunov function of w[zi].

Furthermore, since it is positive definite and its time derivative is negative definite, w[zi]

is stable in the sense of Lyapunov stability. Hence, as w[zi] approaches to w∗[zi], r[zi] also

converges to r∗[zi] since V (w∗[zi]) = 0.

Theorem 4.2 (Rate of Convergence) For ∀zi ∈ M\{z1}, the sequence of r(t)[zi] converges

to r∗[zi] with the rate of ρ ∈ [0, 1).

Proof. To begin with, we denote the backoff window size at t as wt. The rate of convergence

[43] is defined as:

lim
t→∞

|H(rt+1[zi])|

|H(rt[zi])|
= ρ ∈ [0, 1), (4.12)
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where H(rt[zi]) 6= 0 and rt is the data rate at t. We prove that the convergence rate of

the ACWC algorithm is ρ ∈ [0, 1) by contradiction. Assume that ρ > 1. Since ρ > 1,

|H(rt+1[zi])| > |H(rt[zi])| must hold. According to Equation (4.1) we consider two cases.

Case 1. H(rt[zi]) > 0: When H(rt[zi] > 0, rt[zi] converges asymptotically to r∗[zi] by Theorem

4.1 since rt[zi] decreases while wt[zi] increases. Furthermore, wt[zi] < wt+1[zi]. This implies

that as t increases, H(rt[zi]) > H(rt+1[zi]), which is contradiction.

Case 2. H(rt[zi]) < 0: When H(rt[zi] < 0, rt[zi] converges asymptotically to r∗[zi] by Theorem

4.1 since rt[zi] increases while wt[zi] decreases. Furthermore, wt[zi] > wt+1[zi]. This implies

that as t increases, H(rt+1[zi]) < H(rt[zi]), which is contradiction.

Since these two cases contradict the assumption, the sequence, rt[zi] converges to r∗[zi] with

the rate of ρ ∈ [0, 1) as t → ∞.

4.5.2 Analysis of VCAC Algorithm

Proposition 4.1 (Virtual Collision Prediction) In the VCD, two instances, vp and vq for

p < q do not incur a virtual collision if and only if

V C =
tbo[vp] + d[vp]

tbo[vq]
< 1, (vp, vq ∈ V), (4.13)

where V C is the virtual collision factor.

Proof. Only if : We show that vp and vq cause a virtual collision if V C > 1. Since V C > 1,

tbo[vp]+d[vp] > tbo[vq], which implies that during d[vp], vq may attempt to sense the channel

availability such that it has no opportunity to transmit and must backoff again since vp has

already accessed the channel prior to vq. Thus, vq causes a virtual collision.

If : The proof is by contradiction. Assume that V C < 1, yet vp and vq incur a virtual collision.

Since vp and vq cause a virtual collision, either tbo[vp] = tbo[vq] or tbo[vp] + d[vp] > tbo[vq]
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holds. The first condition indicates vp and vq attempt to sense the channel availability

simultaneously, which implies that they incur a virtual collision, i.e., V C > 1. Clearly, the

second condition means V C > 1. All these cases indicate that V C > 1, which contradicts

the assumption that V C < 1.

Proposition 4.2 (EBTF Schedule) The VCAC produces a schedule in order of the EBTF.

Proof. We use induction to show that the VCAC produces a EBTF schedule. Let V be a

schedule, i.e., a set of instances and let l be the cardinality of V .

Induction base : Clearly the empty set ∅ is included in V .

Induction hypothesis: Assume that, after Algorithm 8 runs, the set of instances so far added

are ordered in the EBTF.

Induction step: We need to show that the set V ∪ {vl+1} is a EBTF schedule, where vl+1 is

a new instance. Since Algorithm 8 adds it to V in order of the EBTF, the set V ∪ {vl+1} is

also a EBTF schedule. Therefore, the theorem follows.

Theorem 4.3 (Guaranteed Scheduling) Regardless of synchronous or asynchronous arrivals

of instances in the VCD, the VCAC guarantees a virtual collision-free schedule.

Proof. For two instances, vp and vq, we consider three cases.

Case 1. w[vp] = w[vq] and V C ≥ 1: This is the case where vp and vq arrive simultaneously and

cause virtual collisions. Since V C > 1, their backoff times are reallocated by Algorithm 11

to prevent virtual collisions.

Case 2. w[vp] 6= w[vq] and V C ≥ 1: This is the case where vp and vq arrive asynchronously

and cause virtual collisions. Like the case 1, the VCAC predicts virtual collisions by Algo-

rithm 10 and reallocates their backoff times.
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Case 3. w[vp] 6= w[vq] and V C < 1: This is the case where vp and vq arrive asynchronously,

yet they do not cause virtual collisions. Since the VCAC produces a EBTF schedule by Propo-

sition 4.2, asynchronous arrivals of new instances do not cause virtual collisions.

In the three cases, the VCAC produces a virtual collision-free schedule. Therefore, theorem

follows.

Theorem 4.4 (Feasibility) V is feasible if and only if

UBT =

∑
vj∈V

d[vj]

tbo[vk]
< 1, (∀j ≤ k ≤ |V|). (4.14)

where UBT is the utilization factor of backoff times.

Proof. Only if : Without loss of generality, the instances in V are ordered by nondecreasing

tbo[vj] so that v1 has the smallest tbo and vl has the largest tbo. We show that V is not

feasible if UBT > 1. In equation (4.14), the numerator is the sum of tbo[vj] for ∀vj ∈ V . If

UBT > 1 (which implies that the numerator exceeds the upper bound, tbo[vk]), then at least

one instance causes a virtual collision with any other instance so that V is not feasible.

If : We show the sufficiency by contradiction. Assume that equation 4.14 holds, yet V is not

feasible. Since V is not feasible, V has at least one vj, whose tbo[vj] − tbo[vj−1] < d[vj−1].

Then, the sum of tbo[vj] for ∀j ≤ k ≤ l is greater than tbo[vk] since tbo[vj] + d[vj] > tbo[vk].

That is,
∑

vj∈V
tbo[vj]+d[vj] > tbo[vk] for ∀j ≤ k ≤ l, which contradicts the assumption that

UBT < 1.

Proposition 4.3 (Handling Overload Conditions) On the overload condition, the VCAC

replaces vp with vnew if ct[vp] is the smallest and satisfies ct[vp] < ct[vnew], where vnew is a

new instance and C(t) is the cost value at t.

Proof. To handle the overload condition, i.e., UBT ≥ 1, the VCAC resorts to Algorithm 9.

When adding vnew violates the feasibility condition, Algorithm 9 finds out the instance vp
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with the smallest C(t) in the schedule and checks if ct[vp] < ct[vnew] for vp ∈ V and vnew /∈ V

(See lines 4-10 in Algorithm 9). Then, it replaces vp with vnew as long as vnew does not violate

the feasibility condition (See lines 11-18 in Algorithm 9).

Theorem 4.5 (Algorithm Complexity) The algorithm complexity of the VCAC is O(l),

where l = |V|.

Proof. The algorithms that have an impact on the algorithm complexity of the VCAC are

Algorithm 9, Algorithm 10 and Algorithm 11. We consider the instructions executed for the

value of l to be the basic operations. In Algorithm 10, the number of instructions executed in

the for loop and two if statements is l+2 ∈ O(l). In Algorithm 11, the number of instructions

executed in the for loop is l−1 ∈ O(l). In Algorithm 9, the number of instructions executed

in the for loop and if statement is l + 2 + (l + 2) + (l − 1) = 3l + 3 ∈ O(l). Therefore, the

algorithm complexity of the VCAC is (l+2)+(l−1)+(3l+3) = 5l+4 ∈ O(l). The theorem

follows.

4.6 Implementation Considerations

The MSD model is easily integrated into the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. To realize it at the

MAC layer, four components must be implemented (See Figure 4.3).

Firstly, the session administrator is responsible for creating a new session and maintaining

active sessions. In conjunction with the NSE component, it notifies individual VMAC entities

that they need not only to update their achieved transmission rate, but also to calculate their

contention window size for next transmission round.

Secondly, the packet classifier relays the packets from the upper layer to the VMAC entities.
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Basically, the packets are classified by the cross-layered packet classification. This classifica-

tion method utilizes a pair of source and destination IP addresses in conjunction with a pair

of source and destination ports and puts them into the corresponding VMAC entities.

Thirdly, the NSE component is responsible for estimating the network state and providing

the achieved data rate. Since this component is coupled with the PHY layer, it utilizes the

channel state information provided by the PHY layer.

Lastly, the VMAC entities implement the ABWC and VCAC algorithms. The ABWC up-

dates the achieved transmission rate and contention window size every transmission, and

the VCAC works whenever the VMAC entities instantiate new packets for backoff. Note

that a VMAC entity is allowed to instantiate a new packet only when its ongoing instance

is finished.

4.7 Simulation Study I

In this section, we conduct simulation-based experiments to validate our analysis and to

evaluate the performance of the ABWC and VCAC algorithms using the ns-2 simulator [29].

4.7.1 Simulation Settings

For the simulation, we deploy five wireless sensors in a 50×50 area and generate Constant

Bit Rate (CBR) traffic for three data flows, f1, f2 and f3. The data frame length is 63

bytes and each frame contains PHY HDR, MAC HDR and PAY LOAD. For simplicity,

we denote a data flow k as fk(r
∗ : WSs,WSd) where r∗ is the rate requirement in kbps and

WSs and WSd are a source node and a destination node respectively. Figure 4.8 shows the

geographical deployment of five wireless sensors and three data flows.
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f3 (74 : 0, 4) 
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(27,20)
(35,9)
(48,14)

WS0

WS2

WS1
WS3 WS4

Figure 4.8: Deployment of wireless sensors and three data flows.

Table 4.1 shows initial settings of three data flows. Note that the required data rate of f1 is

not given since it is a best-effort flow. The data rate at the MAC layer is chosen as 250 kbps

and all the other parameters are chosen as defaults defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

The simulation duration is given by 100 seconds.

Table 4.1: Initial settings of three data flows

Data flow Forwarding Path w (γbw, γcli, γnci) Nsampl

f1(· : 0, 4) 01, 2, 3, 4 32 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

f2(60 : 4, 0) 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 32 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

f3(74 : 0, 4) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 32 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

4.7.2 Performance Evaluation

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the achieved data rate and the backoff window size achieved by

f1(·) where · indicates the best-effort flow. We observe that the achieved data rate and backoff

window size of f1 fluctuate drastically as time increases. This is because its achieved data

rate and backoff window size depend on both f2 and f3’s backoff window sizes in accordance

with Equation (4.1).

Note that at t = 0, the highest data rate is fulfilled during the simulation since Address Res-
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olution Protocol (ARP) [44] and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [45] packets

with the highest priority are sent at that time. It is worth noting that f1 maintains lower

data rate than f2 and f3, as compared to Figures 4.11 and 4.13. We also observe that the

data rate is inversely proportional to the backoff window size as shown in all the figures.

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the achieved data rate and the backoff window size achieved by

f2(60), where 60 is the required data rate. We observe in Figure 4.11 that the data rate

achieved by each of the four wireless sensors converges asymptotically to the required data

rate, i.e., 60 kbps. This validates Theorem 4.1.

Figure 4.11(a) shows that the data rate drastically drops down and go up to f2(60) at t0, t1

and t2. Such a sharp decrease in the data rate is due to increased Fnse caused by collisions in

the LCD, which leads to increasing the backoff window size as shown in Figure 4.12(a) (See

Equation (4.1)).

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the data rate and backoff window size achieved by f3 estab-

lished for the rate-sensitive flow, f3(74). Like f2’s data rate, f3’s data rate achieved by four

wireless sensors converges asymptotically to the required data rate, f3(74) kbps as shown in

Figure 4.13. This also validates Theorem 4.1.

We observe that the number of local collisions at WS0 and WS2 is greater than those at WS1

and WS3 since drastic drops in the data rate indicate that local collisions have occurred as

shown in Figure 4.13. In particular, each backoff window size in Figure 4.14 makes gently

sloping curves from t = 0 and maintains a fixed value. This is because the data rate converges

asymptotically to the required data rate (See Equation (4.1)).

4.7.3 Rate of Convergence

In this section, we evaluate convergence rates of both f2 and f3. Figures 4.15 and 4.16

show the convergence rate achieved by f2 and f3 respectively. In Figure 4.15(a), WS4’s
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Figure 4.9: Achieved data rate of f1(· : 0, 4). r̄ is the averaged date rate. σ is the standard

deviation of the achieved data rate.
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Figure 4.10: Backoff window size of f1(· : 0, 4). w̄ is the averaged backoff window size. σ is

the standard deviation of the achieved backoff window size.
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Figure 4.11: Achieved data rate of f2(60 : 4, 0). r̄ is the averaged date rate. σ is the standard

deviation of the achieved data rate.
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Figure 4.12: Backoff window size of f2(60 : 4, 0). w̄ is the averaged backoff window size. σ

is the standard deviation of the achieved backoff window size.
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Figure 4.13: Achieved data rate of f3(74 : 0, 4). r̄ is the averaged date rate. σ is the standard

deviation of the achieved data rate.
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Figure 4.14: Backoff window size of f3(74 : 0, 4). w̄ is the averaged backoff window size. σ

is the standard deviation of the achieved backoff window size.
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convergence rate maintains less than 1 during the simulation time, while it drops down and

goes up drastically at t0, t1 and t2. As in Figure 4.11(a), such a significant fluctuation happens

only when a wireless sensor collides with its neighbors in the LCD, leading to increasing its

backoff window size.

It is worth noting that WS4’s convergence rate gradually rises right after such a local collision.

This implies that once the convergence rate starts falling down, then it keeps going down and

maintains less than 1 until it rises again due to local collisions. Likewise, WS2’s convergence

rate in Figure 4.15 and both WS1 and WS2’s convergence rate in Figure 4.16 go down

gradually. In particular, in Figures 4.16(b) and 4.15(d), both WS1 and WS3’s convergence

rates reach 0, which means that their data rates converge exactly to f3(74). This validates

Theorem 4.2.

We denote the number of updates of w achieved to converge to a required data rate as Nw.

Figure 4.17 shows the Nw of f1 and f2 depending on zi[θ] and γcw defined in Table 4.2 (See

Equation (4.9)). We assume that f2 and f3 are served by z2 and z3 respectively at all wireless

sensors. We observe that the larger zi[θ], the smaller N2.

It is worth noting that a large scaling factor not only reduces Nw performed for convergence

to the required data rate, but also makes convergence much faster. However, too large a

scaling factor does not always guarantee accurate convergence. In Figure 4.17(a), the Nw of

WS1 and WS4 goes up at γcw = 9 and γcw = 11. This is because the Nw of those wireless

sensors has suffered from the backoffs caused by local collisions or the VCAC algorithm (See

Equations (4.1), (4.4) and (4.5), and lines 4-6 in Algorithm 7).

4.7.4 Comparison of VCH and VCAC

In this section we compare two algorithms, Virtual Collision Handler (VCH) [11] and VCAC

in terms of latency. To evaluate them, we employ two wireless sensors, WS0 and WS1, and
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Table 4.2: zi[θ] and γcw.

γcw × 10−2 4 5 6 7 8

z2[θ] of f2 1.79E-02 2.24E-02 2.69E-02 3.13E-02 3.58E-02

z3[θ] of f3 2.21E-02 2.76E-02 3.31E-02 3.87E-02 4.42E-02

γcw × 10−2 9 10 11 12 13

z2[θ] of f2 4.03E-02 4.48E-02 4.93E-02 5.37E-02 5.82E-02

z3[θ] of f3 4.97E-02 5.52E-02 6.07E-02 6.63E-02 7.18E-02
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Figure 4.15: Convergence rate of f2(60 : 4, 0).
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Figure 4.16: Convergence rate of f3(74 : 0, 4).
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Figure 4.17: Nw performed for convergence to f2(60) and f3(74).
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four data flows, f1(· : 0, 1), f2(30 : 0, 1), f3(32 : 0, 1) and f4(34 : 0, 1). The data frame

length is 63 bytes and each frame contains PHY HDR, MAC HDR and PAY LOAD. For

simplicity, we assume that four VMACs, z1, z2, z3 and z4 on WS0 serve f1, f2, f3 and f4

respectively, and data frames on these VMACs are backlogged. Figure 4.18 shows these four

data flows from WS0 to WS1.

Figure 4.19 shows the latency spent on those four VMACs. We observe that ∆tta achieved

by the VCH is longer than those achieved by the VCAC. This is because the VCH chooses

one of the instances colliding with one another in the VCD, allows it to be sent and has

the remaining colliding instances backoff again. As a result, these re-backoffs lead to longer

latency since the number of backoffs increase.

Figure 4.20 shows that the number of backoffs by the VCH is greater than those by the VCAC.

This implies that the VCH fails to handle virtual collisions so that it leads to increase in

the latency while the VCAC produces the virtual collision-free schedule so that it does not

increase the latency (See Theorem 4.4). This validates Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.3.

Figure 4.19(a) shows that ∆tta of z1 achieved by VCAC is more fluctuated than those achieved

by the others. This is because z1 serves the best-effort flow and has the lowest priority such

that it backoffs again whenever a virtual collision occurs.

In particular, Figures 4.19(b), 4.19(c) and 4.19(d) show uneven patterns of ∆tta achieved

by the VCAC. This indicates that due to virtual collisions, shorter backoff window sizes are

reallocated by the VCAC (See Algorithm 11). However, this temporary fluctuation in ∆tta

is adjusted by the ABWC such that ∆tta maintains a constant latency again.

WS0 WS1

f1 ( · : 0, 1)
f2 (30: 0, 1)
f3 (32: 0, 1)
f4 (34: 0, 1)

Figure 4.18: Four data flows from WS0 to WS1.
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Figure 4.19: Latency spent at four VMACs, z1, and z2, z3 and z4.
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Figure 4.20: Number of backoffs at four VMACs, z1, and z2, z3 and z4.
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4.8 Simulation Study II

In this section, we conduct simulation-based experiments to compare the performance of the

MSD and existing approaches using the ns-2 simulator [29].

4.8.1 Simulation Settings

For the simulation, we deploy twelve wireless sensors in a 100×100 area and generate Con-

stant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic for four data flows, f1, f2, f3 and f4 whose the frame length is

63 bytes and a data frame contains PHY HDR, MAC HDR and PAY LOAD. Table 4.3,

Figure 4.21 and Table 4.4 show the geographical deployment of twelve wireless sensors and

the initial settings of four data flows.

Table 4.3: Deployment of twelve wireless sensors

Wireless sensor i Location in 100×100 area

WS0 (10,90)

WS1 (25,90)

WS2 (35,80)

WS3 (50,70)

WS4 (50,50)

WS5 (95,70)

WS6 (80,80)

WS7 (65,80)

WS8 (60,40)

WS9 (60,25)

WS10 (50,10)

WS11 (35,5)
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Figure 4.21: Four data flows.

Table 4.4: Initial settings of four data flows

Data flow Forwarding Path w (γbw, γcli, γnci) Nsampl

f1(· : 0, 4) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 64 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

f2(30 : 0, 4) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 64 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

f3(50 : 5, 4) 5, 6, 7, 3, 4 64 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

f4(70 : 11, 4) 11, 10, 9, 8, 4 64 (2.5E-02,3.2E-01,8.0E-01) 25

Table 4.5: Initial settings of PSD-S and PSD-M

Backoff Exponent (BE)

f1 f2 f3 f4

PSD-S 4 2 3 2

PSD-M [2,5] [0,5] [0,5] [0,5]
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4.8.2 Performance Evaluation

In terms of convergence to the rate requirement, we compare three algorithms: 1) multi-level

service differentiation (PSD-S) with a single FIFO queue [38] [39] 2) prioritized multi-queues

service differentiation (PSD-M) [40] and 3) MSD. Throughout the simulation, PSD-S’s BEs

are initialized to BE=2 for f2 and f4, BE=3 for f3 and BE for f1, while PSD-M’s BE is

initialized to [0,5] for f2, f3 and f4, and [2,5] for f1.

Figures 4.22 shows that the data rate achieved by PSD-S, PSD-M and MSD with respect to

f1. We observe that the data rates in PSD-S, PSD-M and MSD are drastically fluctuated,

while the extent of MSD’s fluctuation is not as much as those in PSD-S and PSD-M. It is

worth nothing that the MSD’s data rate is less than PSD-S and PSD-M since its backoff

window always has the largest one out of active w[zi] for ∀zi ∈ M (See equation (4.1)).

Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 show the data rates achieved by PSD-S, PSD-M and MSD with

respect to f2, f3 and f4. In the Figures, the data rates achieved by MSD converge to f2(30)

(Figure 4.23), f3(50) (Figure 4.24), and f4(70) (Figure 4.25) respectively. This validates

Theorem 4.1. We observe that the data rates achieved by PSD-S and PSD-M are fluctuated

drastically as in figures 4.22.

In Figures 4.23 and 4.25, PSD-S’s data rates are higher than those in Figures 4.22 and 4.24.

This is because the backoff windows in z2 and z4 are less than those in z1 and z3. We observe

in Figures 4.23(d) and 4.24(d) that the data rates in the dashed circle are higher than the

others. This is because the VCA reallocates the backoff window to avoid virtual collisions

in the VCD.

This validates Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.3. Figures 4.23(c), 4.23(d), 4.24(c), 4.24(d),

4.25(c) and 4.25(d) show that some of the achieved rates by the MSD do not meet the rate

requirements because of the local collision and congestion caused by neighboring wireless

sensors.
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Figure 4.22: Achieved data rate of f1.
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Figure 4.23: Achieved data rate of f2.
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Figure 4.24: Achieved data rate of f3.
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Figure 4.25: Achieved data rate of f4.
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4.9 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the MSD model operating in the nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-

peer network. Unlike existing priority-based service differentiation models, the MSD defines

the independent VMAC that consists of a transmission queue and the Adaptive Backoff

Window Control (ABWC). The ABWC algorithm adjusts the backoff window to reflect

the local network state in the local collision domain. Since the VMACs serve multiple rate-

sensitive flows, it is possible that more than one data frame collide with each other when their

backoff times expire simultaneously. To solve such a virtual collision in the virtual collision

domain, we designed the VCAC algorithm. The VCAC algorithm prevents virtual collisions

and preempts packets with the minimal cost in the virtual collision domain. By analyzing

these algorithms, we proved that the ABWC component enables the achieved data rate to

converge to the rate requirement and the VCAC component produces a virtual-collision-

free schedule to avoid degradation of the achieved data rate. Through the simulation, we

validated our analysis and show the MSD outperforms existing algorithms.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion

In this dissertation we have addressed two challenging problems in the IEEE 802.15.4 LR-

WPAN: a) optimal GTS allocation and scheduling for delay-sensitive transactions in the

beacon-enabled start network and b) multirate service differentiation in the nonbeacon-

enabled peer-to-peer network.

In Chapter 3 we have proposed a novel GTS allocation and scheduling algorithm, called

GAS, to meet the delay constraints of delay-sensitive transactions in the IEEE 802.15.4

star topology. The GAS proved to be optimal and work-conserving so that it achieves the

maximal GTS utilization and can always find a feasible schedule if there exists a feasible

schedule. In addition, it smoothes out the traffic of a transaction by distributing the GTSs

of a transaction over as many beacon intervals as possible while satisfying the delay constraint

of the transaction.

By doing so, it reduces the average service starting time of transactions and enables con-

current services to more transactions. This can significantly benefit many delay-sensitive

applications, where the starting time of the first message and the stability of traffic have

great impact on the performance of these applications. Simulation results also demonstrate
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that the GAS significantly outperforms both the FCFS-based scheduling algorithm and the

EDF scheduling algorithm.

From a practical point of view, the GAS can be easily integrated into the IEEE 802.15.4

protocol with a minor change. It has no protocol overhead since it does not need to exchange

additional control packets, as compared with other protocols. At a wireless sensor, only trans-

action parameters are inserted into a GTSRequest message when a node has transactions

to be transmitted. Since the maximum number of GTSs are up to 7, however, the amount

of memory can be adjusted depending on the available resources that wireless sensors can

provide. Despite the small use of memory resources, the GAS involves two implementations

(feasibility examination and GTS assignment) in consuming the energy. The GTS assign-

ment consumes more energy than the feasibility examination since the GAS runs it every

beacon interval while the feasibility examination is performed only when new GTSRequest

messages are received.

Our extensive simulation results demonstrated that the GAS has excellent performance under

bursty, periodic and aperiodic transmissions of transactions. In particular, these results

indicate that the delay constraint meet ratio (DMR) of our algorithm is up to 100% higher

than the FCFS-based scheduling algorithm. Our algorithm differs from the existing ones in

that it is an on-line scheduling algorithm and allows transmissions of bursty and periodic

messages with delay constraints even when the network is overloaded.

In Chapter 4 we addressed the multirate-based service differentiation model for rate-sensitive

applications in the nonbeacon-enabled peer-to-peer network. Unlike existing priority-based

service differentiation models, the MSD defines the independent Virtual Medium Access

Controls (VMACs), each of which consists of a transmission queue and the Adaptive Backoff

Window Control (ABWC).

The ABWC algorithm adjusts the backoff window to reflect the local network state in the

local collision domain. Since the VMACs serve multiple rate-sensitive flows, it is possible
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that more than one data frame collide with each other when their backoff times expire

simultaneously. To solve such a virtual collision in the virtual collision domain, we designed

the Virtual Collision Avoidance Control (VCAC).

The VCAC algorithm prevents the virtual collision by choosing a frame with the minimal

cost when the virtual collision occurs in the virtual collision domain. By analyzing these

algorithms, we proved that the ABWC component enables the achieved data rate to converge

to the rate requirement and the VCAC component produces a virtual-collision-free schedule

to avoid degradation of the achieved data rate.

The MSD model is easily integrated into the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. The packet classifier

relays the packets from the upper layer to the VMAC entities (See Figure 4.3). Basically, the

packets are classified by the cross-layered packet classification. This classification method

utilizes a pair of source and destination IP addresses in conjunction with a pair of source

and destination ports, and puts them into the corresponding VMAC entities. The NSE

component is responsible for estimating the network state and providing the achieved data

rate. Since this component is coupled with the PHY layer, it utilizes the channel state

information provided by the PHY layer. The VMAC entities implement the ABWC and

VCAC algorithms. The ABWC component updates the achieved data rate and backoff

window size every transmission, and the VCAC component works whenever the VMAC

entities instantiate new packets for backoff.

Through the simulation, we validated our analysis and showed that the MSD outperforms

existing algorithms.
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5.2 Future Work

For the future work, we plan to investigate how beacon parameters, (BO,SO), has a critical

impact on both the delay and the energy consumption. Basically, the length of the beacon

interval and the superframe duration is determined by BO and SO, which are closely coupled

with both the delay and the energy consumption. Especially, the SO determines the length

of a GTS in the superframe. The short superframe duration may increase or decrease energy

consumption depending on what amount of energy is consumed by wireless sensors.

To investigate the relationship between the delay and the energy consumption in sending

delay-sensitive transactions, we will formulate an optimization problem of achieving the

delay guarantee and minimizing the energy consumption. To formulate them, we will design

an analytic model that describes the expected energy consumed by wireless sensors operating

in reception, transmission and sleep states. We will provide an optimal solution method to

solve the problem as well as extensive simulation results. This future work will give us the

optimal beacon parameter, (BO,SO), that satisfies both the delay guarantee and minimizing

the energy consumption simultaneously for delay-sensitive transactions.

For another future work, we plan to investigate three challenging problems. The first will

be the problems of achieving the delay guarantee and maximizing the GTS utilization. The

second will be addressed on the problems of minimizing the energy consumption and maxi-

mizing the GTS utilization. The third will be the problem of achieving the delay guarantee,

minimizing the energy consumption and maximizing the GTS utilization.

For this purpose, we will not only design an analytic GTS utilization model that describes

how much length of GTSs is exploited when the objective functions of the other problems are

minimized, but also analyze it to identify what relationships between such two models exist.

Through this analysis, a trade-off for solving the problems will be presented and discussed,

and efficient solution methods will be developed and analyzed in terms of delay guarantee,
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energy consumption and GTS utilization.
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